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APPLICATION ANALYSIS
OF A CELLULAR

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM
Abstract
MICHAEL E. WEHDE
Under the supervision of Professor Robert Finch
AREAS, the �rea REsource �nalysis �stem, was developed by

the �uthor as an analytical tool for resource data manipulation in
a spatial context.

The data base and processing software design

factors relevant to economical application are reviewed.

The investigation seeks to define a procedure for selection

and justification of the grid cell size used to quantify the spatial

domain.

The performance of a cellular information system is measured

in terms of mapping and inventory accuracy.

These measures of

performance are evaluated for various cellularizations of a single
map.

The interboundary distance distribution is justified as the only

unique characterization of the map and a mathematical model for

converting this distribution into an estimate of mapping accuracy is

evaluated.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Introduction
Digital hardware evolution and software innovation have

contributed to increased storage capacity, high speed processing and
improved cost-performance ratio in data processing applications.
Continuing improvements in storage, speed and costs of digital
systems broadens the spectrum of applications.

Present technological

capabilities have well surpassed the minimum requirements for useful
processing of geographically oriented, spatially distributed, data

sets.

Spatial data sets carry an added information dimension,

location.

Whether explicitly or implicitly contained in the data

set, locational information allows interaction and display in a map

reference framework.

It is primarily this feature which distinguishes·

geographic data sets. Methods for storage, retrieval and

manipulation of such data sets, while preserving the location

information, vary in complexity, accuracy and cost.

The inability of man to mentally cope with the complexity of

processing or physically cope with the masses of data involved

motivated investigations of computer processing. Other motivations

have been noted.

Nichols [l] pointed out that computerization of

resource maps allow automated reduction of many levels of map

information down to a few classes, suitabilities or potentials

according to the specific purpose of the analysis and, thereby,
restores human visualization to the problem .

McDonald [ 2] cites an
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ever growing requirement for increased rates o f delivery.

Either

situation alone would be cause for pursuit of computer capability.
Computer systems do have the capability.

Over the last two

decades software packages have proliferated in response to the
combination of available hardware and specific problems to be
handled.

Radlinski [3] reports that a United States Geological

Survey cooperative, 2-year study with the International Geographical

Union Commission on Geographical Data Sensing and Processing found
fifty-four land or resource related data bases or systems existing

within the United States Geological Survey alone.

At that time over

500, 0 0 0 megabits of information were involved and the data were

expected to triple by the year 1 980.

On the national and inter

national scene software variations abound, each with an identifying

acronymn as claim of uniqueness.

Examples which are identified

later are LUNR, LUIS, MIADS, ORRMIS, GRIDS, CMS, NARIS, DIME, MLIS,
GRDSR, MIDAS, GIST, FRIS, CGIS, MAP/MODEL, PILS, and STORET [4].

Tomlinson [5] cites AUTOMAP, SYMAP, CAN-HYDRO, SYMVUU, GIMMS, OEM,

NCC, ARDS, CENSUS, OBLIX, and WWW.

another alternate approach.

Bryant [6] offers IBIS as yet

1. 2 Geographical Information Systems

Although there is disagreement between geographic information

system users and the specialists who develop the technology as to

whether or not the data base should be considered a part of the
11

system 11

,

the data base does influence decisions about the hardware

and software system development.

As a significant factor in the

3

design and operation of the information system, the data base must
receive careful attention.
1.2.l

Data Base Characteristics
All computer data sets are collections of data.

The entries

may be present measurements of a variable or identifications of
class membership or theme level. There is in addition at least an
implicit reference to the time or date of observation. The relevance
of this time datum is dependent on the dynamics of the theme or
variable.
Spatial or geographical information processing, however, deals
in data sets, often termed data bases, which contain three items of
information. Together with the theme or variate value and the time
reference, spatial location is included [7].

Steiner [7] lists the

factors which determine the spatial characteristics of the data base
as (A) the area span (geographical extent or coverage of the data
base), (B) the spatial resolution (minimum size cell or spatial unit
represented), and (C) the spatial frequency (the occurrence of the
resolution elements throughout the coverage, from a sam pling system
to a complete representation). He further points out that similar
characteristics may be defined for the time or date datum, i.e.
temporal span, temporal resolution, and temporal frequency,

These

characteristics of course only a pply to data bases containing a
theme or variable repeated at multiple time references as would be
the case in studies of time dynamics.
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Clearly the content variation in data bases discussed to
this point is limited to multiple theme or variable data at a point
in time, multiple time samples of a theme or variable, or both. The
intended analyses guide formulation of the composition of the data
base and also dictates to some degree the development of the
information processing system.

This is the first diverging influence

which propagates new processing systems.

Determining data base content in light of purpose does not

necessarily determine the measurement scale for the datum points.
Steiner [7] describes several scales to choose from.

First, a

nominal scale is typically binary and simply indicates presence or

absence of a theme.

Second, an ordinal scale places observations in

a size sequence, ranking or ordering of the theme or variable value.
Third, a continuous scale is usually associated with a continuous

variable and may be either interval or ratio type.

Interval

continuous scaling has an arbitrary zero and maintains data value
differences, e.g. temperature measurements.

Ratio continuous scaling

has a physically meaningful absolute zero which then allows analysis
by ratios of data values as well as differences among values, e.g .

rainfall measurement.

In addition the conception of a thematic

scale is an extension of nominal scaling to multiple levels not of
an ordinal or continuous nature.

The application or intended analysis which guides selection of

data base content variables or themes will also typically guide
selection of the measurement scales.

The variety of data scales,
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however, has greater impact on the processing system than the data

base content discussed earlier.

This is the second diverging

influence which motivates creation of new processing systems.

In geographic information systems, data base design decisions

of content and scale are subordinate to consideration of the

alternatives for representation of the locational information.

In

fact geographic information systems are classified into types based

primarily on the location reference element of the data base.

of the most commonly recognized types according to approach to

Five

location reference are (l) the uniform grid which divides the space
into an x-y cellular network, (2) the parcel in which spatial

subdivisions arise in either natural or artificial (political)

boundary context and are irregularly shaped, non-uniformly sized

or both, (3) the area boundary in which addresses of the enclosing
border are stored in conjunction with the data for the enclosed

region, (4) the network in which lines connect nodes together in

a spatial mesh or net, and (5) the point where spot spatial addressing

places the data record into the overall spatial domain but the data
values have no single uniform spatial coverage around the specific

site [4].

Bryant [ 6] suggests a sixth type, image format which is a

sequential raster of pixels and greatly resembles the uniform grid

in spatial philosophy but not necessarily in processing methodology.
Tomlinson [8] proposes four types of geographical data bases

according to the handling of the locational identifiers. He suggests
(1 ) external index, (2) coordinate reference, (3) arbitrary grid,

6
and (4) explicit boundary.

The first is identifiable by data sets

containing no direct reference to location nor physical arrangement
of the data which might imply spatial location. A separate index
file contains the geographic locations and address pointers to
identify the position of the data in the data base.

The second

system carries geographic coordinates together with the data entries.

The third system divides the spatial domain into a regularly spaced,
cellular networ k and the data are stored in such a manner as to
preserve the relative location of these cells.

The fourth system

stores specific locational coordinates for the boundaries which
enclose a homogeneous region. Although all of these types of data
base accomplish the tas k of maintaining geographic or spatial

reference, it is particularly important to note that only the latter

two actually store and preserve boundary information.

Hence only

these two systems lend themselves to spatial displays of boundaries [8].
This preservation of boundary information for purposes of

spatial display is precisely in line with a prime motivation of

geographical information processing, i. e. mapping of information.

For this reason only two types of information systems are commonly

recognized.
[ 9].

These are the grid encoding and line encoding approaches

It is quite evident that the approach to handling the

locational identifiers in a geographical data base, has the greatest

impact on the processing system of any of the factors discussed.

This is the third and most strongly divergent influence on development
of data base systems.
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With data base contents, analysis purposes, measurement
scales, and geographical reference approaches varying from
application to application and, furthermore, the idiosyncrasies of

specific hardware configurations confounding the problem, the reason

for the proliferation of data processing systems becomes apparent.
l. 2. 2 Information System Examples
Examples of systems employing the uniform grid approach to
geographic reference are as follows:

LUNR - Land Use and Natural

Resources by the Office of Planning and Coordination for the State

of New Yor k and Cornell Center for Aerial Photographic Studies;

LUIS - Land Use lnformation �stem by the University of Massachusettes;

MIADS - Map lnformation �ssembly and .Q_isplay �stem by the U. S.

Forest Service within the U. S. Department of Agriculture; ORRMIS Oak Ridge Regional Modeling lnformation �stem by the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory; GR IDS - Grid Related I_nformation .Q_isplay

�stem by the Southern California Regional Information Study; and
CMS - fomposite Mapping ivstem by the Economic Development

Administration within the U. S. Department of Commerce [4].

Examples of geographic information systems employing the

parcel approach to location are as follows:

NAR IS - Natural

Resources lnformation ivstem developed at Center for Advanced

Computation at the University of Illinois for the Northeast Illinois
Natural Resource Service Center; D IME - Dual lndependent Map

Encoding by the Bureau of Census within the U.S. Department of

Commerce; ML IS - Minnesota Land Management lnformation �stem Study
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by the University of Minnesota; GRDSR - Geographically .B_eferred
Data Storage and Retrieval System by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics in Canada; GIST - §_eographic .!_nformation �s_!em for the

Office of the Mayor of New York City and FRIS by the Swedish Central

Board for Real Estate Data [4].

Examples of geographic information systems employing the area
boundary approach to spatial location are as follows:

CGIS -

Canadian §_eographic Information �stem by IBM corporation for the

Canadian Department of Regional Economic Expansion; MAP/MODEL by the
University of Oregon for the Bureau of Governmental Research and
Service; and PIOS (no further infonnation available).

The lone

example of network approach is ST ORET (no further information

provided) [4].

IBIS - l_mage Based .!_nformation �stem is a newcomer in

processing approach although the storage method is actually a fine
cell or uniform grid basis [ 6].

The multitude of systems is clear evidence of the usefulness

of computer technology in the area of geographic information

processing.

Furthermore, the many systems exist as a result of the

influences discussed earlier which tend to generate new systems to
meet new situations.

l. 2.3

System Studies and Recommendations

From a data processing or technological viewpoint a system is

usually considered to be the combination and interaction of hardware

and software.

The typical consumer of geographic information would
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like to approach the system with only questions and analyses in mind,
hoping to find both the processing capability and the requisite. data
sets available.

Thus, from a user viewpoint in geographical

infonnation systems,there would appear to be merit in including the
data base as part of the infonnation system.
Steiner [7] cites data base development as a five phase

activity; data specification, data acquisition, data storage/

retrieval/manipulation, data dissemination, and data applications.

These activities, if included as a part of the information system,

would promote continued development of new systems for new problems
as the users and their data attempt to interact with the storage and
processing capabilities of their hardware/software.

There are many opinions as to the content and developmental

needs in generating useful geographic information systems.

Bryand and Zobrist [1 0] offer four criteria which they

believe must be satisfied to make a geographic information system
"useful

11.

These criteria are (1 ) that point and area locations are

provided, ( 2) that variable aggregation or sub-setting be possible,

(3) that there be representation of spatial arrangement of the data,

and (4) that data interface with mathematical and statistical analysis
programs.

These criteria are indicative of recognized needs for

spatial manipulation and analytical capabilities in a useful system.

In a feasibility study for the Illinois Resources Information

System, six areas were deemed important to the creation of a viable

information system [4].

These were as follows:

(1 ) that the system
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involve a large user community, (2) that point, network, and area
data exist in one system, (3) that multiple data bases and resolutions
be employed within the system, (4) that multiple problem-oriented

user interfaces or tenninal languages be provided, ( 5) that multiple

data entry facilities spanning a variety of forms and formats of data
be provided, and (6) that advanced graphics output capability be

included.

The United States Geological Survey in cooperation with the

International Geographical Union's Commission on Geographical Data
Sensing and Processing conducted a two-year study of spatial data

systems.

W. A. Radlinski, the Associate Director of USGS, in his

opening address to the 1 977 ASP-ACSM Annual Convention reported on
specific findings of that study as follows [3]:

(1 ) many seemingly

simple tasks require development, (2) storage schemes need to

consider large files up to terrabits (10 12 ) , (3) the digitization

and edit function must be made more economical, (4) one system to

handle point, line, area, network and image data is needed, (5) topo
logical structure in data needs to be understood, and (6) storage/

retrieval methods far exceed analytical/interpretive methods.

His

summary of cooperative developmental areas called for (1 ) establishing

standards on scale, resolution, accuracy etc . by means of user

survey, (2) sorting the potential or candidate data to be maintained
in a system into priority by usefulness, (3) coordination of the
identification of theoretical research needs, ( 4) cooperative

hardware development, (5) technology forecasting to influence system

11

development planning, and ( 6) establishing a mechanism for
institutional communication and coordination.

His review and

recommendations represent the broadest and most progressive noted in

the literature.

The Illinois Resource Information System feasibility study,

being somewhat older, was less extensive in its data base design
recommendations [4].

It called for optimization of high-speed

retrieval and analysis functions to support large quantities of data
rather than for development of update/insertion activities, and also
recommended multiple resolutions in the data sets with processing
capability to change among them as needed.

Phillips [9], although biased toward value of graphics, did

make the significant observation that computer graphics must serve

the role of reducing "impedance of the interface" between the data

and the users.

Common threads of meaning in the recommendations cited appear

to be (l) concern for the user and his interests and (2) concern for
controlled, progressive, positive developmental effort in geographic

information systems.

1. 3 System Comparisons and Evaluations

Tomlinson [8] emphasized in his review of geographical data

bases, that only cellular geographic reference and boundary coordinate
types of data bases contain the boundary information necessary for
spatial display in mapping form .

These information systems are

referred to as cell and polygon systems. Image based information
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processing could also be included as a cellular type.

These three

primary systems are employed for their mapping capability.
1.3.l

Data Organization
The processing systems are markedly influenced by the data

organization and can be characterized by the approach used to handle
the geographic or spatial reference.
With the image ra�ter approach the spatial or x-y position is
implicitly recognized by the scan position within the image [10].
processing approach is described as image manipulation [6].

The

A polygon

data organization encloses each homogeneous spatial region with a
polygon.

The x-y coordinate pairs for the curved line segments which

enclose the polygon are recorded.
The grid referenced or cellular approach divides the spatial
• domain into uniformly spaced and sized cells (a grid).

The relative

position of the cells in an array preserves spatial relationships with
out allocating storage to the location information [11].

Steiner [7]

characterizes the grid based coding schemes as (1) complete - x and y
coordinates and datum recorded for each geographic point, (2) sequential
- only datum values recorded in sequence, ·and (3) compact sequential

where string length or change point methods compress the sequence.

String length coding involves a datum and a repeat factor while change
point coding involves an initiator coordinate and a datum which applies

until the next initiator coordinate.

All three grid based schemes

accomplish the same geographic referencing but processing economics

differ.
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The cellular and polygon approaches will be compared further.
The image approach is the newest and least documented in comparative
performance and costs.

By virtue of its similarity to a full-matrix

cellular approach� the image form will be dropped from discussion realizing that continuing development in this area may warrant a
separate review.
1.3.2 Cellular Versus Polygon System

Smith, Van Gorkom, Dyer [12] outline the evaluation of
geographic information systems.

They suggest evaluation of five

attributes as follows:
(1) map characteristics
(2) analysis characteristics
{3) cost efficiency
(4) user convenience
(5} applicability to a state-w ide system
Furt hermore, they recommend twelve factors upon which to base
judgement of effectiveness. These are as fol lows-:
(1) t he distortion of basic data
(2) output comprehensibility

(3) multiple map analysis capability by adjoining map segments
(4) multiple map overlay

(5) complex compositing with weighting factors
(6) user costs or costs per acre

(7) applicability to extensive analyses

(8) applicability to intensive analyses
338881
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(9) analysis flexibility
(10) ease of u pdate
(11) ease of user access
(12) extendability to state-wide system.
These criteria are clearly established from a user viewpoint.
Tomlinson [5] poses brief criteria of (1) data volume capability,
(2) gee-reference method, and (3) manipulation or analyses
capability. These appear to be evaluative criteria from the view
point of system development or implementation.

Summary criteria

might be the storage and analyses capabilities, corresponding costs
and the product quality or accuracy.
Steiner [7] cites grid system simplicity in data handling and
output phases as advantageous. Bryant and Zobrist [10] compare the
geographic encoding approaches in general terms as follows.

The

grid cell method is manually operated with poor spatial resolution
and difficult u pdate capability. The polygon method is expensive
for large data sets and inherently prohibits certain operations.
Continuing to summarize the drawbacks of both systems, they cite
three primary disadvantages of each as follows:
Grid cell - (1) spatial resolution tied to a cell
(2) data are nominal or ordinal but not both
(3) manual coding difficult/costly as is u pdate
process
Polygon - (l) editing is computationally expensive
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( 2) topological extraction of sub-areas is
complex
(3) computer system for overlay of polygons is
expensive .

These summaries are indicative of a possible single tradeoff decision

between cost and accuracy when choosing between these approaches.
To acquire a meaningful set of operating cost data for

comparison of the systems is difficult because only one system is
typically utilized and reported.

Smith [12] overcame this problem

by utilizing a benchmark project to be completed by contracting with
two agencies - each representing one approach.

Soil, slope and

geology maps at l : 24000 scale were provided for conversion to
geographic data base and analyses.
a 2. 5 acre cell.

The grid system was operated on

To convert to data base, the costs were $342 for

the grid system and $2825 for the polygon.

Similarly the analyses

specified cost $430 via the grid processor and $45 20 via the polygon
system.

The cell or grid system is much less expensive to operate.

The costs of data conversion versus analysis by the grid

system in Smith's study were on the same order of magnitude .

Tomlinson [5] reports that data preparation costs for cellular

systems usually run four to five times the manipulation and display

costs.

Factors accounting for this apparent discrepancy are the

quantity of analysis done once the data are prepared and a high

variation in analysis costs according to the specific storage

approach, complete, sequential or compact sequential, within cellular
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systems.

The author has experienced cost ratios of 10-1 to as much

as 20-1 in comparison of complete coding to compact sequential
coding data base processing.
Operating cost factors appear to favor the grid system.
There are criticisms of the grid system which warrant consideration.

Smith [1 2] reports that grid type maps are criticized for quality of

final product - especially where a line printer is used, and they are

criticized for data precision in a grid framework .

Both criticisms are

answerable - the first by selection of another output media from

among the ever increasing list of alternatives and both by
utilization of small cells.

Phillips [9] and Sinton [13] provide a comparative summary.

The cell system has grid coarseness as a limit on data resolution and
the finer the grid the greater the storage requirements.

It does work

best and fastest on large or complex data sets because of data

accessability and adaptability to many cell-oriented devices, line
printers, film recorders, computer memory etc.

The polygon system

has excellent spatial definition and therefore a better map accuracy

and product quality.

The storage and retrieval phases are relatively

more complex and difficult and the processing of data is more costly

with the polygon system.

Sinton [13] notes that polygon users are typically carto

graphically oriented which requires the more precise ground locations

while grid-cell users are resource analysts desiring manipulative

ability and operating economy.

l7

Smith [ 1 2 ] draws a conclusion in his study which well

summarizes the comparative discussion here .

The polygon system •

provides higher quality but is far too expensive .

is operable and affordable .

The cell system

1 . 3 . 3 Performance Evaluations

The matter of geographical information system performance may

be approached from two viewpoints .

On the one hand system analysts

are concerned with storage and processing efficiencies in
accomplishing the required analyses .

On the other hand the consumer

of information is concerned with the accuracy of the two primary
analysis products, spatial inventories ( tabulations) and spatial

displays (maps) .

On the surface these may seem very similar .

Both viewpoints

take similar avenues to evaluation, that is, they both monitor the

system in terms of successful performance of analyses, accuracy of

inventory, accuracy of mapping and corresponding costs.

The former

viewpoint, however, is evaluation for purposes of system design and

implementation while the latter is evaluating applicability to a
problem.

Specific examples will reinforce this distinction .

grid system will be evaluated .

The

Switzer [14] outlined a mathematical approach to evaluation

of the grid system .

His evaluation was based on map accuracy .

His primary purpose was system �esign as an analyst would view the

system, although a later development - in his work applies well to the

consumer viewpoint also .
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Switzer ' s evaluat i on of map prec i sion was based on the degrees
of discrepancy between the estimated 1 1 map in hand and the "true"
11

map as actual spatial relationships .

In the set theoretic sense,

the i ntersection operation defin i ng the area of agreement would
measure map precision in the spatial domain.
Whatever

The coding method employed was the cell center datum.

the cell size , the cell is considered homogeneous and of whatever data

category or value occurred at the cell center .

This differs from

the cell dominant approach where spatial plurality withi n the cell
determines assigned homogeneity.

The cell s i ze was recommended to be

smaller than tw i ce the smallest map region to be reta i ned .

Thi s

constra i nt arises obviously due to extreme error s i tuations when

many strata appear wi thin one cell and central datum alone defi nes the

result .

When cell sizes are small so that map boundary lines on a

cell basis look l i ke li near segmentors , then there w i ll be almost

complete agreement of cell central datum cod i ng and cell domi nance
cod i ng techniques.

Switzer ' s mathemati cal fonnulation of the cod i ng process as

i t relates to mapp i ng error i s diagrammed in Figure l . l .

cell i s shown .

A si ngle

Datum ass i gnment would be to stratum j based on

membersh i p of central poi nt B .

I n a mappi ng sense, an i nstant error

arises due to om i ss i on of stratum i points from representation even
though they are within the cell and a d i stance d away from B .

The

boundary line i s drawn linear as would approx i mately be the case with

small cells .

I n th i s si tuat i on cell dom i nance would have to agree

with central datum in assignment of stratum j .
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Geometric probability can be directly employed to evaluate
P i j (d), the probability of stratum i points within a cell assigned
stratum j and separated from the central datum by distance d.
S t ra t u m i

Stratum j

Figure l . l .

The central -datum cell coding
map ping error. Cel l as signed
membership of central point B
stratum i present in the cell
a distance d away from B.

concept as related to
to stratum j because of
even t hough there is
at points such as A

Clearly the area mis-match between the coded cell - entirely stratum j
and the original true 1 1 cell is exactly the proposed estimator of
11

map ping precision .

Thus, map precision depends on Pij (d) .

Switzer ' s first concern was evaluation of cell geometries.
For a cell of given size, he reasoned, P ij (d ) depends on the map and

the cell geometry .

Therefore , it is only necessary to hold the map

constant as well as the cell size and vary the ce l l geometry .
Resu l tant changes in map precision would provide the evaluation .
Performing precisely this investigation he concluded that square
cells are superior to rectangular and are only slightly inferior to a
hexagonal network where all adjacent cells are equally s paced .

Also,

he noted that map precision or accuracy increases at the same rate as
the maximum cell dimension decreases (increasing number of cells) .
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This investigation is an example of evaluation aimed at
system design.

A cell geometry was selected for implementation.

Costs were not c onsidered.

Switzer continued his study with a user oriented evaluation.

Holding the sampling geometry c onstant, i. e. square cell of given
size, he reasoned that P ij (d ) is then a map property.

The estimated

map (after digitization ) can be analyzed to predict the actual

property P i j (d= o) and that property in turn used to predict the map
precision.

This predictive sequence claims the evaluative

distinction of measuring map precision from the estimated map alone

without having the 1 1 true 11 map as reference.

This is a commendable

effort in mapping evaluation and the only assumption made is that
map data are fairly dense.

The drawback to this evaluation is that the estimated map , i . e.

the digitized representation , must exist before the map precision can
be predicted.

If the precision turns out unacceptable to the user,

he is forced to redigitize to achieve a new estimated map.

In

operating characteristics noted earlier , cellular systems involve as
much or several times more investment in the data entry than in

analysis.

Hence an iterative digitization and evaluation is not an

economical approach to performance oriented digitization.

What is

needed is a simple map analytical method for performance prediction
which can be usefully employed before digitization of maps begins.
Users have attempted crude eva l uations of the grid system

based on spatial inventory performance .

Via this approach the true 11
11
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map is tabulated by areas of category or theme and compared to the
tabulation achieved with the geog raphic in formatio n system. Nichols [l]

utilized soil maps of low, medium and high cartographic detail and

cellularizations of 8.64 ha (21 .33 acres) , 1 6.20 ha (40 acres), and

64.80 ha (1 60 acres ) to evaluate percentage tabulation performance
versus the true, input map areas .

The comparison was based on cell

counts from t he grid information system versus a published survey

generated by dot sample counting on the maps. He reported performance

versus cartographic detail as 71 . 6%, 64.4% and 41 .3% for low, medium

and high detail. Looking further at the medium detail map, he

reported 7 0.5%, 64.4% and 48.8% for cells of 8.64 ha, 1 6.2 0 ha, and
64 . 80 ha .

purposes .

He felt that the accuracy was not acceptable for his

It should be noted that in Nichols ' study, the most critical

performance factor, cell size, was arbitrarily chosen .

Again no

pre-digitization guideline was available for selection of the grid
cell size .

Recent articles have suggested probablistic models for the

evalua tion of match between a computer output map and reality.
Recall this is exactly Switzer ' s approach to evaluation of map

precision. Therefore, t hese models may also prove useful in

evaluation of geographic information systems.

Van Genderen's view of land use map accuracy parallels

Switzer ' s map precision. Cell by cell match of t he computer map to
actual ground conditions measure accuracy .

He noted, however, that
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total comparison is often physically and economically impossible.

A

sampling technique is proposed. He suggests using stratified random

sampling by category and a binomial probability model for the two
situations, match and mismatch .

His concern was how many samples,

N , should be ta ken if under probability o f error, p, one does not

wish to risk a chance result of no errors in the sample.

The objective

of the sampling in the first place is to estimate p, but he i s

concerned with overconfidence due to misleading "perfect 1 1 scores.

Van Genderen ' s discussion is actually a specialized application

of Hord's [1 6 ] earlier work along the same line. Hord proposed the

binomial approach and expounded on use of the normal distribution to
calculate confidence intervals on the estimate o f p .

I n a broad er

context he also applied this mod el to not only the cell by cell

matching, but to boundary line comparisons and to control point
location comparisons of the map in hand to the actual spatial
relationships.

Since class accuracy, boundary accuracy and control

point accuracy need not numerically agree, he also proposed RMS
av erage as a single figure for map accuracy .

It should be noted that the Hord-Van Genderen probabl i stic

mi s-match model, like Switzer ' s output map analysis, requires the
product map be generated before evaluation can be made .

this is not use ful for j udgements prior to dig i tization.

To re iterate,
The missing

l i nk i s analys i s of the true map pri or to dig i tizat i on to enable

predi ctions o f mappi ng and i nventory accuracy , with vary i ng cell size.
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1 .4 The Remote Sensing Institute System
Earl ier compar1 sons of grid cell and polygon systems came to
the conclusion that the grid cell is operable and affordable. The
Remote Sensing Institute staff, primarily resource oriented, sought
manipulative and analytical capability and operating economy .
Another factor which contributed to grid-cell selection was

recognized by Smedes [18] .

He noted among the multitude of data

sources for a geographic information system - social, economic,

remote sensing etc. - that some data forms are directly cell oriented .
For example, multispectral scanners aboard aircraft and spacecraft

and digital image matrices are sequential cell oriented.

The first geographic information system u tilized became a

grid cell system. The author, who devel oped the present system,

foresaw an imolementation strategy which provided improved operating
economy and storage efficiency [1 7].

Complete, sequential and compact sequential cell coding

approaches were reviewed earlier. In addition to these alternatives
for data organization, there is a choi ce of record storage approach

which impacts storage and operating efficiencies. The choices are

(l) low efficiency where fixed length records are used to store non

compressed data, ( 2) medium efficiency where (a) variable length

records store non-compressed data or (b ) fixed length records store

compressed Jata and (3) high efficiency where variable length records
store compressed data [4 ] .

The author developed a system utilizing

variable length blocked records to store compact sequential data in
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sub-word formats [ 1 9 ].
provided in Chapter 2.

A more detailed system description will be

1 .5 Grid Cell Size Selection Bases
T o access the analytical, manipulative and display

capabilities of a geographic information system, the user must provide
for conversion of his map or spatial data into the format o f the

system data base .

Users of a grid cell information system face the

obvious and extremely significant question of appropriate cell size.

Crude guidelines do exist in t he literature.
follows:

Suggestions are as

(1 ) use the resolution of the source data [ll, 20]

(2) consider processing capability and cost and use finest grid
affordable [7]

(3) use grid appropriate to the particular data application
[ 20, 21 ]

(4) grid-cell size selec ted according t o data detail such as
urban at 1 0 meter, urbanizing at 250 meter, other at
25 kilometer [7]

(5) grid-cell selected according to output device i.e. if

line printer, use rectangular to offset aspect ratio [ 7 , 2]

(6 ) grid cell size small enough to force smallest spatial unit
on the map to be more than 50% of the cell [9 , 1 4 ]

(7 ) consi der the volume of data generated for processing [1 1 ] .

These suggested guidel i nes for cel l si ze selection do no t appear

to be based on knowledge of accuracy or performance capability of a
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grid system .

There is a hint that a cell size-accuracy relationship

is appreciated, particularly in suggestion number 2 .
With data conversion (digitization) under a grid oriented

system being a significant part of the operating cost, the user
might well hesitate to select a very fine cell spacing.

Meyers,

Durfee and Tucker [ 20] make the very valid point, however , that use of

a smaller grid may generate more cells in the encoding process but

may still save time by making dominant theme assignment trivial
compared to large cells covering several themes .

It is nevertheless

recognized that a si gni ficant factor in cell size selection i s the

time and cost of the coding method used [ 1 1 ].
1 . 6 Research Objectives

All users o f geographical information systems have a vested

interest in learning more about appropriate application of the system.

The effectiveness of a system can be judged in terms of application
costs and product accuracies .

With a grid cell system both of these

measures depend on the cell size selected .

The literature reviewed

represents an effort to define a cell size selection and an effort
to evaluate mapping and inventory products based on system/map

characteristics.

The objective of the research herein reported is to overcome

two ser i ous shortcomings in the work to date - namely (1 ) that mapping

and inventory accuracies have only been analyzed/modelled after the
fact not prior to digitization of the data base and (2) that cell

size selection criteria have not been based on the cost-accuracy
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tradeoff which appears to be present.
directly interrelated.

These shortcomings are

The missing factor is performance predictability

given only the proposed input map.

The desired outcome of the

research is a procedure for analyzing candidate map data for parameters

which will assist the user in deciding on cell size.

There are two levels of completion of the objective.

Cell

size selection criteria may be generated for application of the
Remote Sensing Institute system and/or a cell size selection

assistance procedure can be defined for all users of grid-cell
information systems.

The difference between them is the system

operating costs which will vary from system to system.

The

performance prediction procedure should hold for all cell-dominance
coded, cellular geographic information systems regardless of the

analyses they perform.

The research effort in performance prediction

is applicable to both levels of completion of the objective.

The route of investigation is to answer the following

questions:

(1 ) Do mapping/inventory product accuracies relate to cell
size given a data set?

(2) Do characteristics of the input map vary predictably with
cell size ?

(3) Which characteristics are useful in accuracy predicti on ?
(4 )

W hat procedure or �echnique might be employed to predict

accuracy for a g iven map ?
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1 . 7 Preview o f Contents
In the remainder of this paper the following topics will be

discussed .

Chapter two will review the particular geographic information

system developed by the author.

The design and implementation were

guided by convenience and economical operation criteria.

The

processing capabilities are also reviewed .

Chapter three discusses measures of performance of the system,

a detailed performance experiment, and results.

Consideration is

given to the e ffect of cell size on the map in general as opposed to

individual mapping units.

Chapter four explores interboundary distances, the distribution

of relative frequencies of these distances, the distribution behavior
with changing cell size, horizontal-vertical directional bias, and

the distribution mean as an estimator of mapping error.

Chapter five analyzes the effect of alternate positions of the

grid network with respect to an interboundary distance. A positional

average error model is derived and tested .

Chapter six reports the undertaking of a model correction due

to inherent adjacency of interboundary distances in any map transect.
A correction procedure is derived and implemented for comparison to

the results of the positi onal average model in Chapter 5.

Chapter seven summarizes ·the contents of this paper, the results

obtained, the conclusions drawn and elaborates on additional courses
of further investigation yet open for pursuit.
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C HAPT E R 2. THE GEOGRAP H I C I N FORMATI ON SYSTEM
The cel l u l ar geographic informa tion system developed for the
Remote Sensing I nstitute by the author is identified by the acronym
AREAS which stands for Area

REso urce Anal ysis �stem [17, 1 9]. This

chapter is devo ted t o an overview of that system.
System design criteria were storage and processing ef ficiencies
and operating c onvenience. Achievement of these obj ectives wo uld
promote economy in the appl ications environment.
2. l . The Data Base
The decision which dramaticall y impacts storage and processing
efficiency of the system is sel ection among the alternatives for
data base organization. Three fac tors are important, namely , the
coding scheme, the storage assignment and the record organization
within the file.
The introductory discussion of grid cell coding approaches
in Chapter l onl y briefly reviewed the complete, the sequential and
the compact seq uential coding schemes. A more explicit comparison
of these approaches is made in Fig. 2.1.
The impact on stora ge requirements shoul d be evident. As an
example consider a tabulation of the characters (digits and letters)
req uired by each method for the data shown in Figure 2.1 and for
the same data c oded at twice the spatial resolution. See Ta ble 2.1.
The advantage of method 3 lies in compac t representation of homogeneous
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B
.'

C

(a ) g ridded ma p segment

l , l , B, l , 2, B, l , 3,B, l , 4, C, l , 5, C, 2, l , A, 2, 2, A , 2, 3, C, 2, 4, C, 2, 5, C, 3, l , A,
3, 2, A, 3, 3, C, 3, 4, C, 3, 5, C, 4, l, C, 4, 2, C , 4 , 3, C, 4, 4, C, 4, 5, C, 5, l , C, 5, 2, C,
5, 3, C, 5, 4, C, 5, 5, C
(b ) complete coding
B,B,B, C, C
A,A, C, C, C
A, A, C, C, C

c , c ,c , c , c
c ,c , c , c , c

l , l ,B, 4, C
2 , l ,A , 3 , C
3, 1 , A, 3, C
4, l , C

(c) sequential coding

(d) compact sequential coding

5,l ,C

Figure 2.1 . Cel l-oriented coding sc hemes . ( a) T he spatial data
g ridded for input, (b) t he com plete coding a p p roa c h,
(c) t he sequentia l a pproac h, a nd (d ) t he compa ct
sequential ap proac h by the c ha nge-point tec h nique .
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Tab l e 2 . 1 .

Character storage comparison of coding methods .
RESOLUT I ON

Coding Method

cell in Fig . 2 . 1

0 . 5 cell i n Fig . 2 . l

75

31 0*

l . complete

2 . sequential
3 . compact sequential
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100

42

(* ten doub l e digits involved)
spans of data .

This method also al l ows the spatial resolution to be

changed (dou bl ed for exampl e) with on l y a linear (doub l ing) impact on
storage whil e the other methods increase as the squar e of the factor
(quadrup l ed in this case) .

Storage saved is storage avail able for

finer resol ution gridding of the data set .
The comparison tabul ated above is somewhat artificial .

The

data set was not large enough i n spatial expanse to represent multiple
coordinate digits , onl y singl e character themes were present and t he
boundary l ocations we re extremel y sparse and total l y hypot hetical .
The bias of these factors , however, was conservative .
Amidon [22] carried out a more rigid investigation of data
compression by a span oriented, compact sequential app roach and
conc l uded that ( 1 ) compression of resource data may vary from 3 to
95% , (2 ) comp ression depends on the detail in the data and ( 3)
direction of the span coding has negl igibl e bearing on the compression
achieved .
Under the design constraint of storage efficiency, the
sel ection of a compact sequential coding ap proach was al most
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i nevi table .

The next matter of i mportance to storage ut i l i zat i on

was the assi gnment of storage for the data .
McDonald [2] documents storage sav i ngs of 85% i n a sequentially
coded, 9 level , 1 00- cell� square matr i x by not allocat i ng full 6 0
b i t words ( a CDC 6600 computer) t o each cell .

Th i s sav i ngs was

totally accompli shed by ut i li z i ng sub-words for each cell .

I t is

only fa i r to note however that the sav i ngs i s dependent on the word
length of the machi ne bei ng util i zed .

The example does clearly

encourage cons i derat i on of sub-words i n des i gn i ng storage allocat i on .
Sub -word storage was ado pted in the data base des i gn for
AREAS .

Capac i ty l i m i ts were arb i trari ly defi ned as needed throughout

the des i gn .

I ntroduc i ng a 256 level theme l i m i t allows 8 b i ts or

one computer byte to represent the datum for each homogeneous span.
For a typ i cal 32-b i t , 4-byte word length computer , this represents
75% storage savings for the datum values .

L i m i t i ng row and column

i dent i ficat i ons to half-words of 16 b i ts would accommodate spat i al
grids of 65, 536 elements square .

This would save 50% of the storage

required for geographi cal i dent i fiers .
The thi rd factor in storage design of the data base is the
organi zat i on of the records w i thi n the data f i le .

The change-point

coding scheme naturally gives rise to variable length records .

To

be consi stant w i th the storage and process i ng efficiency object i ves,
th i s must be the choice of record format.

Blocking of the records

must also be cons i dered in establishing the record format.

Whi le the

record is the logi cal quantity of informat i on transferred by a program
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operation such as read or write, the block is the physical quantity
transferred by the operating system over the data channel to or from
the peripheral storage device .

When block sizes are larger than the

record length, computer buffer memory and the operating system work
out the housekeeping .

The beneficial result of buffering via

blocking is fewer physical i nput-output, IO, operations required to
transfer all the records of the data set.

Blocked records were chosen for AREAS design to promote

processing efficiency .

The blocks were defined as large as possible

to permit fewest physical IO operations in processing AREAS data sets.
Characteristics and limits of the physical storage media must

also be dealt with in specifying the record format .

For reasons of

capacity , convenience of access and operating system assistance in

security , integrity and data management , disk storage was chosen over
tape storage.

cylinder .

Physical units of disk storage are the track and

A track is the path of one read/write head position over

one recording surface during rotation of the disk .

With several

surfaces in parallel and simultaneously positioned read/write heads ,

the parallel tracks form a cylinder.

The matter of record format

specification should consider the capacity of a track in comparison

to the block size, i. e . the largest quantity of data to be physically
transferred in one operation. Having specified a maximum block size

will likely involve physical transfers of data blocks larger than
the track size.

Specification of track overflow is necessary to

cause track fil l ing and appendage of tracks as needed to accommodate
the data .
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To summari ze the data base desi gn from storage and processi ng
eff i ci ency standpoi nts, the data i s to be change-poi nt, compact 
sequenti al cod i ng in sub-word format , stored i n var i able length,
blocked, track overflow records on di sk �

The data base desi gn is

st i ll not complete from the processi ng eff i c i ency standpoi nt, however .
Yet to be cons i dered are the matters of mi n i mum operati ng system

handli ng of the data bi ts and the i nclusi on of i dent i fi ers and keys
i n the data base to automati cally assi st processi ng.

In the mat ter of data bi t handl i ng by the operat i ng system,

mi ni mi zati on was the object i ve.

The mi ni mum handli ng for i nput-output

i s di rect copy wi thout formatt i ng of any k i nd.

Th i s d i rect verbati m

transfer of the data bi ts i s accompli shed by unformatted read-wri te

operat ions and unnecessary conversi ons to and from zoned dec i mal

are avoi ded.

The i nformation, once i t i s converted to bi nary form ,

i s ma i ntai ned i n that form.

In the matter of i denti f i ers and keys wi th i n the data base,

prov i s i on for i denti f i cat i on of the data and automated i nterface to
processi ng programs were the obj ecti ves.

As leadi ng i nformati on

wi thi n each data set there is i ncluded a data set type i denti f i er

wh i ch traces the i mmedi ate hi story and nature of the data, a data
set label wh i ch wi th proper utili zati on can provi de subsequent

recogn i t ion of the data set i denti ty and/or i ntent, the physi cal

extents wh ich i nd i cate to processor programs how many rows, columns,

and codes (theme levels ) are present, and the code table whi ch li sts
all theme levels or codes .

The posi ti on w i thi n the code table
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somewhere from first to the two hundred fi fty sixth position is the
datum en try within the data records.

This reduces four character

alphanumeri c codes to a number representable by 8 bits or a single
byte .

Although header entries were initially intended to automate

processing by letting programs pick up control values di rectly from
the data set, the purpose of these data base entries became access
keys.

Processing programs require user input of the values which

then must match those of the data base for processi ng to conti nue.
2. 2 Creating a Data Set
Two types of input data may be converted to the defined format.

Manually coded card decks or pixel based image matrices may be

converted.

For the manual process a map is available and a resolution

cell size has been selected.

A grid-generating, plotter program,

RSIPLL, produces regularly spaced, rectangular or square grids at

any scale up to the physical limitatio ns of the plotter.

By

mounting a transparen t drafting material o n t he plotter, an
interpretation and coding overlay grid can be obtained.

This grid

when placed over the map provides assistance in assignment of the
row and column geographic identi fiers which accompany each datum.

The first processing program converts the coded data cards

into the defir1ed data base scheme. An assumption was made that row,
column and code entries would be from one to four characters in

length.

The implied limit of 9 9 9 9 rows or columns has not yet been

anywhere near approached in single map entry.

To elimi nate constrained
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format coding, a free-form input format was defined where row
designations, column designations and data are separated by commas

and an asteris k indicates end of row .

The form is continuous, free

of blanks within the row and, therefore, conservative of coding

materials (forms, cards etc . ) .

This format also eliminates alignment

errors in coding or keypunch as there are no requirements on
character positioning.

To facilitate implementation of the input program, CARDS IN,

with the free-form input data, ASSEMBLER language coding was used .
Character by character the data is deciphered as either data or

control and the one byte and half-word data entries inserted into

the data base record .

Extensive error chec king i s built in with

reporting of error locations and problem identifications throughout

the data set .

Situations such as missing rows, repeated rows,

repeated columns, unidentified code entries, etc . are pinpointed to
assist the user error correction process .

By iterative correction

and reprocessing eventually an error free run will be achieved which
assures that a grammatically correct data set has been created .

Interpretation and coding errors which simply misplace boundaries

can only be eliminated by mapping the data set at a scale to

directly overlay the original map and again iteratively correcting

discrepancies .

The alternate input data format is image based .

One word pixel

matrices are assumed to correspond pixel to cell on one-to-one basis
from the image to the desired data base .

The program, CELLSDB, was
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written to convert Landsat satellite computer compatible tape

information in a thematic , computer classified format to the data

base format.

Both programs generate a one page report of data set

characteristics which can be directly inserted in loose-leaf form
into a project or data set record book.

This form of direct record

keeping is intended to minimize operator housekeeping efforts.

Either ap proach results in a type one data set as outlined in
Figure 2. 2.

Each square is one byte of computer storage.

The first three

records are the housekeeping keys and identification entries.
remaining record pairs define rows of the grid network.

The

The byte

and half-word (2 byte) compactions within the data records are

evident.

2. 3 Processing Capabilities

Although the desi gn criteria and ap proach to implementation of

AREAS heavily emphasized system and technical considerations impacting

efficiency, the developmental sequence for processing capabilities
was driven by user demand.
were deemed essential.

Three basic analytical capabilities

These are discussed briefly in developmental

sequence in the following paragraphs.

The interpretation process is a mapping of n leve ls or codes

in an existing data set into n or fewer levels in a new specialized
data set.

Examples would be the map ping of soil association data
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codes into levels of irrigation suitability, construction limitation
or specific management practice .

The output data set is unique and

avai lable for mapping or inventory analyses .
accomplishes this task .

The program INTERPRT

The data set generated is of identical

format to the basic data diagraTT111ed in Figure 2 . 2 except the type

identifier is e i ther a five or a fifteen to signify that interpretation
has taken place on a basic or a composited input data set respectively .
Together with the output data set, INTE RPRT generates page

formatted data processing reports for housekeeping including tables

of cell counts and areal units both before and after interpretation .

Composite processing involves the overlay o f two to four maps

and generat i on of one total 1 1 map .
11

COMPOSIT is the program w hich

merges the maps while keeping track of the code combinations as they

occur.

Again a data processing report is generated and a table of

the code combinations which were encountered is made available .

The output data set is of slightly different form and content

than the basic and interpreted data sets .

Figure 2 . 3 diagrams the

content and organi zation of a composited data set .

The type number

is either 1 0 , 20 or 30 depending upon whether the combined input
maps were all of basic form, all of interpreted form or of mixed
forms respecti vely.

New information which was not required previously

is the number of maps overlaid, the number of levels or codes in each
input map and the altered form o f code table at the end of the data
set .
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The third requested process was inventory tabulation in

spatial units .

Since most of the required logic was already available

in INTERPRT, this program was modified to include a tabulation-only
processing option.

An input parameter indicates to the program that

no interpretation mapping is required.

The program reads the type

identifier at the beginni ng of the input data set to automatically
determine how to access the data in the remainder o f the file .

The tables generated show the codes in the code table and the

spatial extent in whatever units are req uested.

Codes appear i n sorted

sequence and in the case of multiple map composite data sets the

table reports levels of the first map i n order within each level of
the second map and levels of the second map in order within levels
of the third etc.

This sorting can be very useful.

For example

when land use, soil association and watershed i dentification maps

are composited, the automatic tabulation option will report all

occurring types of land use per soil for the soils on each watershed.
A simplified exampl e of the interpretation, composite and

tabulation operations is presented in Figure 2. 4.

Three additional processes were implemented during the course

of the application study. These were AGR EGATE, SHR I NK and BOUNDARY.
AGR EGATE and SHR I NK are companion processes for changing

the effective grid cell size.

Any integer factor may be appl i ed and

the gri d cell size will effectively increase by that factor in both
di mensions .

AGREGATE moves the boundary locations around to effect
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F i gure 2 . 4 .

Exa mpl e i nterpretat i on, composi te and ta bulation
processes .
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this cell size change without reducing the number o f rows an d
columns in the data set.

SHRINK is the separate optional process

which accomplishes the physical reduction of the data set .

The

reason for separating the processes was to have available the

AGREGATE outputs at the same physical extents for overlay analyses
while the SHRI NK outputs could be handled more efficiently in

plotter processes. AGREGATE and SHRI NK processes are diagrammed

i n Figure 2 .5 .

Code assignment fo r the larger cells is made by area

dominance (plurality) and multiway ties are broken by random number

generation .

The application of these programs allows simulati on of

various cell sizes once a data set of the finest resolution desired

is available .

BOUN DARY is a boundary separation analysis and graphic display

program.

The distribution of inter-boundary distances (spans ) in

the horizontal dimensi on, vertical dimension and total data set are
developed and displayed.

Also distributions of distances from a

theme or class to the adj acent different classes are similarly
developed via horizo ntal, vertical and total approaches.

The

Kolmo gorov-Smirnov test checks for horizontal-vertical dissimilarity
and means of all distributions are reported.

in the application discussion .

Details will be provided

2.4 Mapping and Displays

Map products are generat�d on a drum plotter using Calcomp

plotting subroutines and the interfacing logic of program PLOTTER .

This program automatically segments and pages large plots so data set
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Figure 2.5 .

Example AG REGATE and SHR I N K Processes.
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si ze is l imited on l y by consi deration of the scale and l en g th

dimension of t he paper stock . Two forms of plot are producibl e.
These are border lines only and border l ines wi th c ode n um ber
annotation.

The program operates direct l y on the defin ed data base

format since the change points are exactly the required within-row
information to be pl otted.

Al ternate l ines are p l otted rig ht-to-left

and l eft-to-rig ht to minimize pen-up trave l ti me.
Two additional forms of plotter r.:3 ps are avai l abl e.
more decorative and more expensive .

These are

Thus special programs which

handl e l imited data set sizes fo r generatio n of special products are
empl oyed. The forms of output are symbo l c oded cel ls and sing l e code , binary , b lack -on-white separat i o ns.

The symbol s used were

sel ec ted to effect shading in multiple cel l homo geneous areas.

output map is sel f- contained with legend in one p l ot .

The

The sing l e code,

binary option requires n separate plots to re present the n categor i es
or theme leve l s of the data set .

These products are useful as

sequential overlays to a base map or as high-contrast inputs to a dry
color process such as Chromal i n by DuPont .

Through t his process co l or

overl ay transparencies or a sing l e color composi te map may be produced.
Exampl es of t he plotter options are sketc hed in Figure 2 . 6.

Additional d i sp l ay options ex i st . Line printer map ping o f

boundaries or maps shaded by character overstr i ke cann ot c ompete w i t h
plotter products bec ause o f fixed sca l e s and the n o n - un i ty , x -y aspect
rat i o .

They can be useful for quick l oo k and error c hec k/verificatio n

purpo ses as t hey are muc h faster producti on i tems than pen pl ots.
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Plotter mapping options . (a ) example data segment ,
(b ) border lines , (c ) border lines with code annotations ,
(d ) symbol , and (e ) binary , single code separation for
code 2.
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By converting the change point format data base to a one-byte
per-cell matrix, data sets can be quickly prepared to interface with
film recording devices .

Either multi-level black and w hite or full

color products are achievable in matrix sizes dependent upon the
hardware limitations or on prior segmentation of the data set .
Product options are usually limited by the devices available
to the user, not by the data base organization.
Additional features of AREAS which promote economical operations
are the cataloging of all programs into a disk-resident library, and
the creat i on of a procedure library. The former feature assures that
program compilation and linkage editing operations of the operating
system are not paid for each time the program/s are utilized. The
latter feature facilitates very minimal job control language
preparation for the AREAS operator, thus promoting convenience and
throughput.
2.5

Summary of Features
The development of AREAS stressed technological implementation

guided by user concerns. Efficiency was emphasized in storage design,
processing implementation, automation of record keeping, and operator
convenience.
matri ces.

Data bases can be created from manual coding or image

Data bases can be processed via i nterpretive mapping,

multiple map compositing, cel l resolution adj ustment or boundary
characterization study. Outputs include inventory tabulations,
variable scale, and/or form plotter maps, color or black and white
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film recordi ng images, line printer boundary maps or shade maps, dnd
data set summaries and listings for record keeping.

Developmental

efforts were distributed among input, management, processing and

display phases of the information system to assure a foundation of

useful capability during the course of continued AREAS development.
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CHAPTER 3. SYSTEM PERFORMAN CE EXPER IMENTS
Research obj ective one was to derive a performance prediction
method based on map characteristics and useable prior to digitization
of the map.

The route outlined for achievement of this obj ective

included investigation of performance of the geoinformation system
as measured by (tabulation) inventory accuracy and by mapping
(spatial) accuracy .

The system is considered to include the data

base together with the processing programs o f AREAS .

The performance

is dependent on the grid-cell nature of the data and not on the

specific programs which implement the analyses.

This chapter reviews

experi ments on inventory and mapping accuracy as related to cell size
variation.

3.1 The Data Base

A sample map segment of soil association data was selected for

intensive study .

An area of moderate boundary density and a mi xture

of region sizes and shapes was selected.

The intent was to avo i d

bias that might enter artifi cially created data o r that might arise
from data with regularly shaped and/or si zed patterns.

segment is shown in Figure 3. 1.

The data map

The utilization of a very fine gri d network was realized as

part i cularly important to the study of cell size influence.

A

first-cut rule of cells smaller than the smallest separation of

adjacent boundary lines was considered.

I n addition a constrai nt was

imposed that the cell size be an even integer divisor of the
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Figure 3.1. The orig i nal map of the intensive
study data set. The four sections of
soil association data are located in
Minnehaha County, South Dakota.
commonly used l.008 , 4.032, and 16.128 ha (2.5, 10, 40 acre ) cells.
Under this constraint, the study of resolutions would pass through
cell sizes which users have employed and for whic h users have
developed a conceptual feeling.
The final selection of a 0.007 ha ( 0.0174 acre ) cell resulted
in a grid of 384 elements square. The data set created was consi dered
the

11

true 1 1 map as reference for all analyses. This map is shown in

Figure 3.2 .

The data set was generated by enlarging the map,
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Figure 3.2. The computer map of the "t rue " data
set at 0.007 ha ( 0.0 174 acre ) cellular
g rid.
preparing a computer drawn g rid and manually encoding the cell
contents.
For the analysis envisioned additional data sets of t he same
map at larger and larger cell sizes would be required. Rathe r than
attempt many manual digitizations, the cheaper, faster and more
dependable route of computer agg regation was chosen.
P rogram AGREGATE was created to accomplis h aggregation to
larger and larger cell sizes. An integer numbe r is specified, for
example four , and the change points of the data set are altered to
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align on column and row boundaries divisible by four .

The

a l gorithm sequentially examines four by four arrays o f cells to
determine the dominant theme .

Simple plura l ity appl ies and m-way

ties are broken by an m sided co i n toss - a random number process.
The output data set extents, rows, col umns and codes , are maintained
in agreement with the input data set.
W here a specified aggregation does not evenly divide the input
rows and columns, the program handl es ct j e assignment based on the
remaining pixel s at the end of the rows or the remaining rows of the
da�a set .

Continuing the exampl e above , a fourteen by fourte en input

data set would be aggregated by four with two pixel by four row
cove rage at the ends of the rav,s and a two row by four pi xe 1 coverage
at the end of the data and a two pixel by two row coverage at the ends
of the last two rows of data.

Thus, any integer aggregation can be

processed up to the program l imit of sixty four.
For une v en aggregation divis i on of the row-co l umn dimensions of
the inpu t da ta se t , the pixe l s processed a t the right and bottom e dge
would i.n troduc e a\ tif i cial stru cture into any analysis o f boundary

spacing .

Therefore agg regation was onl y appl ied for even divisors

of the 384 by 384 base data set.
16 ,24 , 32,48, and 64.

The aggrega tio ns were 2 , 3,4,6, 8 , 1 2,

Corresponding c el l si zes were 0. 028 , 0. 06 3 ,

0 . 112 , 0. 252 , 0. 448 , 1 . 008, 1 . 792, 4. 032, 7. 1 68 , 1 6 . 1 28, and 28. 672 ha
(0 . 069, 0. 1 5 6 , 0. 278 , 0. 625 , 1 . 1 1 1 , 2 . 500 , 4 . 444 , 1 0. 000 , 1 7. 778 ,
40 . 000 , and 71 . 1 1 1 acres) .
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The eleven aggregations were also processed with SHRINK
which generated data sets with reduced row-column dimensions.

Rows

are omit ted and column designations divided by the aggregation factor.
These alternate forms of aggregations were useful for more rapid and

economical plotting as well as some forms of boundary structure
analysis.

The original data set , the eleven aggregated data sets and the

eleven aggregated-shrunken data sets comprise the twe nty three data
sets of the data base for intensive study.
3. 2 Performance Experiments

Performance was analyzed from the product viewpoint as mapping

accuracy and inventory accuracy.
was cell size.

The influencing variable under study

The source data set with the finest resolution cell

was the 1 1 true 1 map reference for mapping accuracy via Switzer ' s
1

approach.

An inventory tabulation of the spatial quan tities of each

map unit in the original data set became the

for the study of inventory accuracy.

11

true 11 inven tory reference

The processing applied to each

of the eleven data sets wi th larger cell size is diagrammed in
Figure 3. 3.

The inventory and mapping performance was observed by

map units and summarized for the entire map.

This allowed observation

of size-shape influences as well as evaluation of the entire data set
for each of the el even different cell sizes.
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"True"
Map

Composite

Joint map
union of
boundaries

"True"
(Tabulate ),__-� I nventory

" Estimated"
Map
Tabulate
Interpret
match ,
mis -match
Tabulate

Compare
I nventory
Error

Mapping Error
Figure 3.3 Performance evaluation processing diagram for
an increased cell size .
3 . 3 Experimental Results
The appearance of the ma ps corres ponding to the twelve
resolutions in the data bas e can be compared in Figure 3.4.
Corres ponding mapping errors , the mismatch of areas when comparing
maps of larger cell sizes to the smallest cell size available, are
dis played s patially in Figure 3.5. Note t hat the basic data set
(up per left in F i g ure 3 . 4 ) and the aggregatio� by 2 to the immediate
right are of s uch a fine cell size for the output scale being us ed

□
I

L
I

I L

Figure 3.4 . The twel ve maps compared for mapping accuracy versus cel l size . Cel l sizes
from top l eft to lower right are 0 . 007, 0. 028, 0 . 063, 0 . 1 1 2, 0 . 252, 0 .448,
1 . 008, 1 . 792, 4 . 032, 7 . 1 68, 1 6 . 1 28, a nd 28 . 672 hectares .
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that the cellular nature is not even apparent.

Cellular

representat i ons can be as cosme tically pleasing as t he polygon
approach if the f i ne cell size can be afforded .
Throughout remaining discussion of t he da ta sets of different

cell s i zes a resolut i on number will be used which i s t he aggregation
factor for comb i ni ng i nput cells from the bas i c map at 0.00 7 ha
(0. 0 1 74 acres) cell size.

Recall t hat only even di visors of the 384

cell sq uare data set were analyzed.

Resolution numbers are 2,3,4, 6,8,

12,1 6,24, 32,48 and 64 .

The twelve data sets represented i n Figure 3 . 4 and the eleven,

non-zero data se ts in Figure 3.5 all stem from map one (upper left)

of Fi gure 3 .4 .

This map has eighteen levels of soi l association and

all other data sets also had eighteen or fewer levels depending on
the loss of detail.

When each of the coarser resolution data sets were composi ted

wi th the f i rst vi a C0MPOSIT, the resulting eleven, mapp i ng-error data

sets al so contained multipl e categorical match mis-match data.

An

i nterpretation process, INTERPRT, resulted in the binary match-mi s

match representat i ons, i ndependent of map category, as shown i n
Fi gure 3.5 .

The data sets corresponding to the figures 3 .4 and 3. 5 were

tabulated using program INTERPRT and the tabulat i on onl y opti on.

tabulat i on of data corresponding to Fi gure 3.4 allowed numeri cal

eval uati on of the inventory accuracy versus the resolution number
(cell si ze ) .

The tabulation of data corresponding to Figure 3.5

The
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allowed numer i cal evaluatio n of the mapp i ng ac curacy versus the
resolut ion number (see F i gure 3.3).

The results obta ined are

plotted i n F i gure 3. 6 ver sus the resolut i on number .
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Mapping and i nventory errors versus
resolution number .

mappi ng error is the number of i ncorrectly mapped cells d i v i ded by

the total 147, 4 56 cells i n the 384 cell square.

Tabulat i on error wi ll

be lower than mapping error s i nce omi s s i o �-commi ss i on error s per
category can offset each other.

S i nce all cells are tabulated as

belong ing to some category, the average error across categor i es, wi th
some categor i es over tabulated (+ error) and some under tabulated
( - error), w i ll always be zero .

RMS, root -mean-square, error was

cons i dered to overcome cance l lat ion but the val ue obta i ned would be

an average value for a map category - not the entire map.

A root

sum square, RSS, was empl oyed where the squares of category tabulat ion
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The result is an

errors are added and the square root taken .
accuracy figure for the entire map .

These are the percentage inventory

errors graphed in Figure 3. 6.
3. 4 Perfonnance relationships
The evaluation processing diagrammed in Figure 3. 3 generated
data sets which allowed performance comparisons by mapping unit or
category withi n the map as well as by total map .

The eighteen

categorical units in the map were represented by o ne hundred seventy
two diversely shaped and sized spatial regions .

Shape and size are logically the characteristics of the mapping

units which interact with any selected cell size to give rise to

the mapping and inventory errors under study.

These characteristics

relate directly to the adequacy of representation by uniform cells.

Larger mapping units will accommodate larger cells .

Also larger

mapping units will tend to have fewer perimeter cells in relation to

total cells.

Shapes may be broadly classified into a complexity

spectrum from simple to complex .

The criterion is border versus

area or perimeter cells versus total cells .

Simple shapes will require

less perimeter to enclose an area and, therefore, tend to be less

subj ect to the errors which arise in cellular representation of the
borders .

Figures 3. 7 and 3 .8 show the behavior of mapping and

inventory errors versus resolution number for several selected
mapping units of differing size and shape.

These mapping units are

separated and spatially displayed in Figure 3 . 9.

Table 3. 1 summarizes
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Spatial representat i ons of t h e ma pping units
referred to i n Figure 3.7 .
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characteristics of these mapping units as a reference for studying
the error patterns of Figures 3. 7 and 3.8.
Table 3. 1 .
Mapping
Uni t

WEB
BNE

KRA
KRC2
B KC2
KRB

Mapping unit charact eristics for mapping units
referenced in Figures 3. 7 and 3.8
rJo.
ce lls

hectares
(ha)

153
307
6530
1 319 9
28555
487 78

1. 0 71
2. 14 9
45. 7 1
92. 3 9
19 9.89
341 .45

acres
(a)

2. 6 62
5. 342
1 13. 62
22 9. 66
49 6.86
848. 74

No.
regions
1
11

7
10

18

T h e anticipated trends in error behavior appear to be present.
The l ower error rates with changing cell size are associated with the
larger mapping units.

The small, single-region mapping units are

subject to an oscillatory relationship between error and changing

cell size depending upon the spatial relationship of any particular
cell size to the mapping unit.

Once the cell siz e is large enough to

assure that no orientation of that cell with respect to the mapping

unit will retain any representation of the mapping unit , then the
error goes to 10 0% and remains fixed.

Spatial area alone does not totally determine the error versus

changing cell size.

The larges·t thre e mapping units are no� strictly

in the same performance sequence, particularly when comparing mapping
and inventory sequences.

The additional influence of perimeter is
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evident as partially determined by the number of regions of the
mapping unit.

Shapes of the mapping units also contribute to the

extensiveness of perimeter.

Even though several factors appear to influence the errors on

a mapping-unit basis, the relationships of Figure 3. 6, effectively
representing averages over the eighteen map units, are remarkably

smooth trends which could be modelled by least squares curve fitting .
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CHAPTER 4.

DATA CHARACTERIZATION ANALYS I S

Chapter three reviewed the behavior of mapping and inventory
accuracies as cell size changed.

This chapter will loo k at a map

characteristic as it relates to changing cell size and in turn to the

product accuracies.

4. 1 The Distribution of Spans
The change-point version of the compact, sequential coding

scheme is utilized by AREAS.

Geographic reference is implicit to the

cellularization and compaction is achieved by the representation of

spans of identical cells.

The distance equivalent of n uniform cells

is a discrete representation of the continuous measure of inter 
bou ndary distance in the input map.

From an intuitive standpoint, the distances which separate

ma p boundaries are precisely the 1 character 1 1 of the input map which
1

determines the influence of cell size on accuracy of mapping and

accuracy of tabulation.

If all inter-boundary di stances were much

larger than the selected cell size, many cells would occur between

boundaries and remain accurately encoded even though the boundary
cells are assigned by dominance considerations.

In other words , the

area in error within any given boundary cell would be a small portion
of the area represented by the remaining interior cells of the same
map unit.

As cell size grows larger relative to a given ma p fewer

cells occur within a regi on and the border cells of the region include
l arger area errors.

This intuiti ve concept is diagrammed in Fig . 4. 1.
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CELL = 0.l 6 in 2
ERROR = 0.67 i n 2

C EL L = 0. 64 i n 2
ERROR = 1.59 i n 2

CELL = 2 . 56 in 2
ERROR = 2 . 26 in 2

F i gure 4. l

Growth of mapping error as cell s i ze increases
for fixed interboundary map distances. Area in
error by cell-dominant coding process i s shaded.
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The actual occurrence of this effect is quite evi dent in Figures
3.4 and 3. 5.

Inter-boundary distances may take any value in t he measurement
continuum.

In the cellularized representation only some integer

multiple of the cell dimension may occur.

Thus the distances

between boundaries in terms of cells are discrete integers and these
distances will be called spans.

Although spans explicitly relate to

the coding scheme and to the area error in the row or horizontal

direction as shown in Figure 4.1 , spans also occur implicitly in the

column or vertical direction and relate to error in the same manner

as horizontal spans.

There is only one unique case of input map type which would

give rise to a single value span.

That is a map of boundaries which

are a uniformly spaced, square grid .

Boundary maps of natural

phenomena (soil associations, lakes, physiographic regions etc. ) and
management/political units (counties, watersheds, national borders

etc. ) are most often irregularly shaped and sized regions.

Even in

the case of land use where field shapes are typically rectangular,

the sizes and orientations vary and center pivot i rrigation gives
rise to some circular patterns.

Typical maps will have a multitude of

spans occurring with differing relative frequencies .

The influence of size and shape factors discussed briefly in

Chapter 3 in relation to errors will be represented in the distribution

of spans.

The effect of various orientations of an object would also

be present in a distribution of spans.

Figure 4. 2 shows the effects of
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shape , orien tation and size of a region on the spa n distribution .
Note that the span distribution is show n as discrete i n terms of the
number of unit cells in the span .

I
_,___

--

_ ,___

-

l

(a) regu l ar vs irregular shapes

-�

--

�
----

( b) ori en tation factor

-L--

-1--- - --1----f---t--

-

(c) s i ze factor
Figure 4.2 .

The span distribution reflects region size,
orientation and ,egularity of shape.
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To experimentally evaluate the data sets created for this study,
program BOUNDARY was prepared.

This algorithm calculates tables and

distribution means, and draws graphs of the relative frequency

distributions for spans in the horizontal (row ) , vertical (column)
and total (map) context .

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is applied to

the horizontal and vertical distributions to test the hypothesis
that these sample d i stributions came from the same population.

Rejection of the hypothesis in the statistical sense is conceptually
an admission of directional sensitivity in the data set.

The span

distributions along and across rows of the data set are aligned with

the cellularization in exactly the manner that the cellularization
intuitively impacts the continuum of inter-boundary distances.

Thus

this analysis program provides characterizing distributions for any
given cellularized data set.

BOUNDARY was applied to selected data sets of the intensive

study data base.

The finest resolution (smallest cell ) data set,

referred to as resolution one, was the "true " reference mar.

The

span distributions generated by BOUNDARY are shown in Fi gure 4 . 3.

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic was 0. 052 with a rejection a-level of

0 . 0000 to four decimal places .

Rejection of the hypothesis of common

parent population can be made with essentially zero chance of

committing a Type I error , i. e . rejecting when in fact true.

Although the distributions appe_ar very similar the statistical

conclusion is that they are not.

The
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F i gure 4 . 3 .

Spa n d i s t r i bu t i on s fo r t he refe re n c e da ta
s et of res o l u t i o n n umber o n e . ( a ) ho r i z o n ta l
s ca n , ( b ) vert i ca l s c a n a nd ( c ) to ta l ma p .
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This seemingly paradoxical situation is resolvable by
considering the degrees of freedom for the test. The horizontal
distribution had 7 981 span samples for total map coverage and the
vertical had 8748 span samples. With so many samples available the
distributions would have to be nearly identical to statistically

fail to rej ect the hypothesis of a common parent population.
It would appear

likely that all maps except a rare class

of very-highly structured and uniquely oriented maps would be spanned

differently in the horizontal and vertical directions under small

cell analysis.

In applying BOUNDARY to the intensive study data base , the

aggregated and shrunken data sets were processed.

E ach of these data

sets can be referred to by the resolution number which identifies the

cell size relative to the reference data set.

The span distributions

generated are relative to the number of cells of that particular
size which constitute each span.

This viewpoint is consistent with

results obtainable by sampling a map with an arbitrary cell size and

obtaining span distributions relative to the chosen cell size .

H orizontal, vertical and total span distributions were obtained for

the twelve data sets (reference resolution one and eleven aggregations).
The total span distributions are shown in Figure 4.4.

The hypothesis of common parent population for the hor i zontal

and vertical components of span was tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirn ov
statistic for the twelve resolutions with the results as tabulated

in Table 4 . 1 .

N ote particularly that statistical dissimilarity

disappears at the resolution of six which is the mode of the reference
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Table 4.1.

Resolu tion
Number

Th e Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of common par ent span
distribution for the horizontal and v ertical span
distributions of the twelve data sets .
Kolmogorov - Smirnov
statistic

Conclusion on span
distributions *

l

0.052

0. 0000

different

2

0.046

0.0003

different

3

0.057

0. 0003

different

4

0 . 065

0.0004

different

6

0.053

0.0631

8

0.042

o . 9 6 11

same

12

0.044

0.9408

same

16

0.042

0.9611

same

24

0.066

0.9215

same

32

0.07 1

0.9823

same

48

0.21 9

0.32 2 1

same

64

0.076

l. 0000

same

* Hypothesis test at a.

lt:n

a.
l evel

=

0.05

same
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data set.

Apparently cellularization itself is beginning to cause

the span structure in the horizontal and vertical directions to
become statistically similar .
coarse a sampling cell size.

This is suggestive of a test for too

The sampling of a map and generation of

statistically similar horizontal and vertical span distributions is

suggestive of a too -large sampling cell.

The natural data structure

should not be dominated by the cellularization.

This i s not to say

that error s arising from cell sizes larg2r than the natural mode of
the data are unacceptable.

This remains an application judgement

considering results such as in Figure 3.6 where tabulation errors

never exceeded 20% even to the extreme aggregation to resolution
number 64.

The key to success in the characterization analy ses is whether

the distribution selected ( particularly a parameter of the
distribution) relates to changing cell size.

The trend in the

distributions of Figure 4 . 4 is evident and to a degree is predictable.

If the cells of all resolution one spans could be grouped by twos

without relocating any boundaries in the aggregation process, then
the span di stribution for resolution number two would be that for
resolution one with the span axis labels halved .

Achievement of this

in practice would require that all resolution one spans be divisible

by two and that horizontal and vertical spans not be interrelated .
This will not likely ever be the case .

Hence the relationship of span

distributions under changing cell size is not ab solutely predictable .
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To monitor and analyze the effect of chan gi n g cell size on

the span distributio n a parameter of the distribution had to be
sel ected .

The mode of the true 11 reference da ta set was interestingly
11

related to detectable difference in horizon tal and vertical structure
under changing cell size.

The modes of the ag gre gated data sets,

however , con ve rge to one for t he aggregation which surpasses the
mode of t he reference data set . Larger resol ution number data
sets have modes of one and disc rimi natory power via a mode parameter
is

l ost .

The mean ,

however ,

varies with re s0l ution

numbe r

throughout

an,: was found useful for the desired purpose.
4.2 Spa ns versus cell size
Each span distribution has a calcul ab l e me an a t the
parti cular resolution i nvolved.

The sampl e mean span was cal cul ated

from the estimated total span dens i ty function (as represented by
the rela t� ve frequency distributi oi )

by

the convention al di s crete

formul a

x. = ( l/n ) rx
recogn i z i n g that w i t ho u t kn m-J l edge o f the ·s p ec i fi c form o f the

den sity function f (x) t he re could be no c l aim rega rdi ng unbiased
maxi mum likel ihood estimation .

The calculated mea n spans for eac h

resol ution number are p l otted i n Figure 4. 5 .
The relation s hip is logical.

At reso lution number one the

span mea n is the actua l mean o f the spatial structure .
one i s a

l owe r

l imit on

the

x-axis.

Map reso l ut i on

As re solution numbe r inc reases
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Figure 4.5.

Span mea ns versus resol ution numbers.

even to the fu l l dimension of the data set the number of cel l s
would decrease to unity and the mea n spa n wou l d become one.
mea n o f one is a l ower l imit on the y-axis .

A spa n

The hyperbol ic nature

fo l lows the ea rlier argument that in the a bsence of boundary
relocations during aggregation the distrib utions woul d cha nge by
simpl y dividing the resolution axis values by the resolution number .
This would be equiva l ent to the product of resolution n umber a nd the
mea n spa n a t that resol ution equa l l ing a consta nt (the s pa n mea n for
resolution one) .
Boundary re l ocations do occur during a ggregations, however.
As the resol ution number increases a nd eventua l ly surpasses the mea n
spa n of the reference data set , ma ny sma l l er ma p units a nd even the
thinner protrusions of the l arger ma p units begin to disa ppear as
they fai l to dominate the l arger cell s.

Elimination of sma l l spa ns
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wil l immedi ately create large spans and the mean span can be expected
to increase with increasing resolution number .

For the data sets of the intensive study, the product of

reso l ution number and mean span is p l otted versus resolution number

as shown in Figure 4. 6.

This product is a mean span distance since

the changing cell dimension is being accounted for

number.

by

the resolution

The relationship is clearly not a constant over the range

of resol ution numbers.

An increase in mean span due to boundary

relocations and deletions is more than offsetting the decrease in

mean due to increasing cell size alone.

I t i s i nteresting that the

net i ncrease so closel y fits a linear regression model.

•

u

0

Figure 4 . 6 .
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Mean Span Distance versus resoluti on number.
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4.3

Data Characterization
A mathematical relationship for Figure 4. 6 was not sought by

standard statistical and/or curve fitting techniques since it was

realized that such a relationship - even though clearly existent -

would not H kely hold for other map data sets �

For example maps with

multimodal span distributions would have mean distances that change
in an altogether different pattern with changing resolution .

This

would quite possibly make the equivalent of Figure 4 . 6 non-linear and

completely alter the relationship of errors to span distribution mean.
Since the span distribution characterizes the composition of

map interboundary distances and spans correspond directly to the

compact, sequential geocoding process, estimation of mapping error at

a certain cell size should be possible from the relative frequencies

of the span distribution rather than the mean span .

Various

distributions including multimodal possibilities may arise from
different map structures and yet have identical mean spans .

The span

distributions, however, wil l represent such differences in map

structure.
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CHAPTER 5 .

MAPPING ERROR AN D THE SPAN DI ST R I BUTION
-A POSITIONAL AVERAGE MODEL

The system performance experiments discussed in chapter 3

demonstrated that e ve n though individual mapping u nit error for

varying sizes and shapes may behave erratically with changing cell
In

size, an average effect over the map is quite well behaved.

chapter 4 the mean span distance was fou nd to logically relate to

changing cell siz e.

It was noted, howe ver, that this relationship

was probably unique to the particular data set being analyzed and the
result not applicable to other data sets.

The usefulness of the span distribution itself to overcome the

shortcomings of the mean span was noted.

The practical rele vance

of the span distribution to predicting mapping error depends on the
definition of a relationship between them.

This chapter will

introduce the pursuit of s uch a relationship.
5. 1

The Size and Orientation of Cells

Several conceptual relationships betwe e n the span distribution

and mapping error at a given cell size can be visualiz ed.

All depend

on the span as a discrete interbou ndary distance and the cell size
which must quantiz e that distance.

Consider one spatial dimension, an isolate d span of n spatial

units and a cell dimension of m spatial u nits.

begin in alignme nt with one end of the span.

L et the cellularization

I f m equals � the cell

would represent the span exactly and there would be no mapping error;
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i f the m un i t cell becomes greater than 2n , t here would be 100%
mappi ng error ; for m between 1 and 2n the error depends on the
di v i sib i li ty of the span by the cel l .
Further consi der m= n wi th end alignment .
mapp i ng error .

There woul d be no

If the spati al relat i onship were not end al igned

but rat her left to chance , there could result up to 49% mapping error ;
i n t he cases where two cells join near the mi dpoint of the span .

For a particular cel l dimensi on of m units the factors which

i nfl uence the error i n mapping a span of l engt h n units are the

chance ori entation of the cel l or cel ls with respect to the span , and
the m-n size rel at i onsh i p .

In addition t he interdependency of spans

i n t he two spat i al dimensions and the interp l ay of boundary
adjustments between adjacent sequent i al spans of a map transect may
warrant investigation .

5. 2 An Orientation Study

From the discussion of the previous section i t is apparent that

the posi tion of the cell or cel l s with respect to the span i s a

si gnificant source of var i ation in the corresponding mapping error.
In the study of cell size effects , various cel l s i zes were

generated by aggregation of cel ls in the reference map.

The grouping

of k by k cell s into a larger cel l was accomplished for all integer k

which even l y divided the map dimensions .

E very aggregation regardl ess

of k began wit h row one , col umn one of reference data set.

Hence each

aggregat i on used in the study was · one of many possible orientations
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for that aggregation.

In fact for an aggregation factor k there are

exactly k 2 ways of spatially positioning the enlarged cellular
network over the original map.

It was felt that some of the variations in error present in

Figures 3 . 7 and 3. 8 , particularly for the smaller mapping units WEB,

BNE and KRA , arose from the particular positional orientation of the
aggregations applied to the data .

To eval uate the potential

magnitude of this variation, to seek any underlying average trend,
and to gain insight into data structure relationship to error, an

experime nt was undertaken.

Several simple closed figures were drawn

on cellular reference background.
rectangle were used.

A circle, square, ellipse and

The surrounding bac kground was not considered

of mapping interest and not included in mapping error calculations.

For each integer aggregation k, the k2 ways of aggregating were all
observed and mapping error for each calculated.

The k2 observations

of each aggregation k allowed calculation of a p ositional average
mapping error.

Errors arising from aggregation with res pect to

one common c oordinate point were recorded separately to enable

comparison of the average to the behavior observed with the procedure

as used on the intensive study area .

Figure 5.1 contains the average and common-reference error

graphs versus resolution number for the four simple reg ions analyzed.

The suspicions regarding the pr_esence of chance positional effects in
Figures 3. 7 and 3.8 appears justified.

The error rate for average
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positional aggregation is a muc h more we ll behaved and non -decreasing
functio n .

pleasing .

In fac t the proximity to a linear area-based model is quite

The l inear, area-based rmdel simply stated is zero error at the
referen ce or base cel l size and l inear in crease in error rate to 100%
at whatever cel l size corresponds to a cel l area greater than twice
the area o f the map region .

The l atter situation for a simp l e closed

region occurs when the cell regard l ess of position is no longer

dominated by the region . This is a simpl e, intuitivel y appealing and
reasonab l y accurate representation of error re l ationship to c hanging

ce l l size for simple closed regions isol ated on a spatial background .
The ne xt step o f the positional orien tation experiment was to

observe the effect of the complexity of an isol ated map region .

An

arbitrary shape, con cave re gion was anal yzed in the same man ner as
the simpl e figures discussed earlier .

The ever-increasing average

positional error was again wel l be haved i n comparison to the error
based on a common re ference point .

based model was observed, however .

Deviatio n from the linear area

Reconsider the linear , area-based model for a rectan gle 2

units by 5 5 units .

The area of 1 1 0 square units woul d predict 100%

error for reso l ution numbers greater than 14 (1 5 2 � 11 0 x 2 ) .

reality , however, the dimension o f 2 units would disappear for

resolution numbers greater than 5 .
applies only to restricted cases .

In

Clearly the l inear area-based model
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I t is asserted as self-evident that the averaging over the

many possi ble aggregation positions of cells with respect to a single
closed region is equivalent to the ave�aging over many randomly

dispersed identical regions with respect to a single aggregation

posi tion.

This extends the experiment results to the case of the

intensive study map and allows the experimental results to be used
to explain the error behavior in Figures 3 . 6 through 3. 8.

The

conclusion is also drawn that area is as ambiguous as mean span in
prediction of mapping error.

As concluded in the mean span study,

a summary parameter which is not uniquely related to the inter

boundary distance distri bution cannot be expected to relate
predictably to the mapping error in all cases.

The conclusion is also drawn that mapping error relates well

to changing cell size if effects of positioning the cell can be
averaged.

This simply implies that analysis of mapping error versus

cell size is justified over a map segment as observed in Figure 3 . 6

but not for isolated mapping units as in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 .
5 .3

The Span Distribution and Mapping Error

A conclusion of the previous section and also Chapter 4 was

that interboundary distance cannot be usefully summarized by any

parameter ( region area) or statistic �ean span ) which is not uniquely
descriptive of the interboundary distance dis tribution .

The

distribution itself is uniquely characteristic of the corresponding
map data .

"II --
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Recall t hat t he span distribution is discrete.

Only fixed

integer multiples of some linear spatial unit are present.

Actual

interboundary distances are continuous and may take on any real value.
The span distribution must be derived wit h a sufficiently small

spatial unit so as to avoid quantization impact on the interboundary
distance characteristics of the ma p.

"Sufficiently smal1 1 1 is not

impossible to evaluate nor is it so small as to be prohibitively

impractical.

Discussion in later c hapters s hould make this apparent.

The span distribution has ordinates of relative frequency

versus abcissas of discrete span size.

A grap h of mapping error

versus changing cell size has ordinates of percent error and abcissas
of cell size.

Earlier discussions suggested t hat p hysical relation

ships of cell size and span size are the source of mapping error.

What is needed is a matrix of error components for m values (cell size)
versus n values (span sizes).

This matrix multiplied by the span

distribution vector would yield the error prediction vector on cell

size m.

Figure 5. 2 diagrams this proposed relationship between the

span distribution and the mapping error . Mathematically
e(m) = f(n) . g(n ,m)

The g(n , m) matrix would represent universal p hysical relationships

between various cell and span sizes in terms of a corresponding
mapping error.

The span distribution f(n) would represent the unique

character of the particular map--- the actual combination of spans
which comprise the map.

The matrix product will yield a vector of

error fractions versus cell sizes m for t he map represented by f(n).
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Components of the proposed mathemati cal rel at i onship
between span di st r i b uti on and mappi ng e rror vectors.

A Pos i t i onal Average Model
The problem at hand i s to determi ne �(n , m ) .

Earli er

expe ri ments poi nted to the chance ori entat i on of cells wi th respect
to spans as a so urce of w i de va r i ati on i n mappi ng e r ro r. The
expe r i ments were encou ragi ng , h owever, i n the di scove ry of a well
behaved pos i t i onal average error.

For thi s reason a posi ti onal

ave rage er ror fract i on was cons i de red a reasonable start i n g model
fo r g( n , m ) .

The model was pu rsued by phys i cally work i ng out all cel l
pos i t i ons for each n-m comb i nat i on (span s i ze -cell s i ze ) .

Enough
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combinations were wor ked out to observe a pattern or function which
could be employed to generate the g (n, m) matrix regardless of the

dimensions N, M.

The combinations were worked out on a one-dimensional

basis by s ketching the m positions that a cell of size m might occupy

with respect to a span of size n .
of the procedure.

Figure 5 . 3 presents a few examples

Consider the first case n = 2, m= 2.

(m= 2) possible positions for the cells.

Position one aligns exactly

with the span and mapping error would be zero.
complex, however.

There are two

Position two is more

There are two cells, each which might result in

one half of the span being coded incorrectly or 50% error.

By the

cell dominance coding rule in this case with a 50-50 split of the

cell there is a random choice made between the class of the span and
the class of data outside the span.

The calculation is (2 cells)

(½ chance of error) (50% error)- - - which is the 50% tabulated.

For the case n = 2, m= � position one, the entire span, 100%,

might be error if the cell is coded to the data class outside the
span.

This can happen on the random tie breaker with a 50% chance.

Hence ½ chance of 100% mapping error is the 50% tabulated.

case n = 2, m=5 it should become obvious that all m

>

From the

2n are 100%

average error since the span is never capable of dominating the cell.
The procedure sketched in Figure 5. 3 was continued for n = l, 2,

. . . 10 and m= 2, 3, . . . 6.

reduced form.

Average error was tabulated as fractions in

Observation of the column m= 2, n = l, 2, . . . 10 revealed

an obvious pattern in denominators which led to expression of all
denominators as the value of the product m times n.

Table 5. 1 contains
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span : n = 2
cell : m = 2

Position 1
Position 2

Average

span: n = 2
cell : m= 3
I

Position 1
Position 2
Position 3

Average

span : n = 2
eel 1 : m = 4

error
error

=
=

0
5 0%

=
=
=

0
100%
0

25%
error
error
error

33 1 /3%

Position
Position
Position
Position

1
2

Position
Position
Position
Position
Position

l 1 00%
2 1 00%
3 1 00%

3
4

50%
1 00%
50%
50%

Average 62 1/2%

span : n = 2
ce 1 1 : m= 5

I

I

Average

Figure 5 . 3

4

5

10 0 %

1 00%

l 00%

The procedure for observing g(n,m) by systematic sketches
of the m positions of a cell of size m with respect to a
span of size n. See text for discussion.
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these fractions for n = 1,2, . . . 10 and m = 2,3, . . . 9. The denominator
pattern has been noted.

Numerators are constant within a col umn

e xcept for the entries in parenthese s.

As mentioned many times

previousl y, when m becomes greater than twice n, the error becomes
100%.

The unity entries can be mathematical l y predicted , the

remaining denominators mathematical l y predicted, a numerator pattern
versus m can be mathematical ly described and even the smal l additive
factor for the numerators of the terms in parenthesis fit a pattern.
Tab le 5. 1 Positional Average Error Fractions as a Model of g(n,m).
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

m

2
1/2
1/4
1 /6
1/8
1 / 10
1 / 12
1/ 14
1/16
1 / 18
1 / 20

3

4

1
2/6
2/ 9
2/ 12
2/ 1 5
2/ 18
2/21
2/24
2/27
2/30

1
(5/8)
4/12
4/ 1 6
4/20
4/24
4/28
4/32
4/36
4/40

5

6

1
1
1
1
6/ 1 5 ( 12/ 18)
9 /24
6/20
9/30
6/25
9 /36
6/30
9 /42
6/35
6/40
9/48
9 / 54
6/45
9/60
6/ 50

7

8

9

1
1
1
12/ 28
12/ 35
12/ 42
12/ 49
12/ 56
12/ 63
12/ 70

1
1
1
(22/32)
16/40
1 6 /48
16 /56
16/64
16/72
1 6/80

1
1
1
1
20/ 45
20/ 54
20/ 63
20/ 72
20/81
20/90

The entire matrix can be generated to any dimensions req uired
by the foll owing rules :

(1) for m > 2n, g(n,m) =· 1

(2) for m � 2n all denomi�ators are mn
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(3 ) for m � 2n all numerators fit the pattern num (m)
num (m- 1 ) + [m/ 2]

( 4 ) additive numerator corrections for m
n- 1

2.
i=l

As an example consider the m= 6, n = 3 entry .

=

=

2n are

Rule 1 does not apply.

Rule 2 makes the denominator equal to 6 times 3 or 1 8 .

Rule 3 says

that the numerator will be the numerator for m=5 , whi ch is 6, plus the
largest integer in m/2 which is 3 resulting in a numerator of 9.
Rule 4 says that a numerator correction is required by adding
(i) + (i+l ) . . . (n- 1 ) or 1 +2 = 3 .

the m = 6 , n =3 entry is 1 2/ 1 8 .

Therefore the numerator is 9 +3 or 1 2 and

Some physical bases for the entries may be noted .

of the unity entries is physically obvious .

The source

The denominator m times

n arises from averaging over m positions and mapping error being
part or all of the n- unit span expressed as a fraction of n.

additive factors in the terms where m = 2n arise from random tie
breaking in assignment of cell dominance .

The

A physical reason for the

remaining numerator sequence is not imnediately apparent .

5 .5 Prediction of Mapping Error

With the rules defined for generating g( n,m) as a positional

average error fraction matrix, it was a reasonably simple task to
generate the matrix on a digital computer .

The span distribution

obtai ned from the base data set of the performance experiment in
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chapter 3 encompassed spans to 1 20 units i n length and t he aggregations
used i n the study of changing cell size ranged from 2 to 64 .

Hence

the g(n, m) matrix generated was 1 20 elements long (n) and 64 elements
wide (m).

The span distribution, f(n), a 1 20 element vector, was

then multiplied by g(n,m) to predict the mappi ng error vector e(m )
in accordance with Fi gure 5. 2.

The predicted mapping error and the experimental mappi ng error

for cell sizes up through 64 spatial units are compared in Figure 5. 4 .
There is a consistant over-est i mation of mapping error by

consideration of positi onal average relationships between spans and
cells in a one dimensional model.

0

-

0

0

0

0

X
X

...Z o

X

� ....

X

0
X
0

0

X
0

POSITIONAL AVERAGE MODEL

X

E XPHIMENTAL

_J__---.-----.-----.-----.------r----r----,
0

10

20

-40
JO
RESOlUTION NUMBER

so

60

70

Figure 5. 4 Predicted versus experimental mappi ng error. g( n , m ) used
was the positi onal average error fraction matrix.
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CHAPTER 6

MAPPING ERROR AN D THE SPAN DISTRIBUTION

- CORRECTION FOR SPAN ADJACENCIES

The positional average model o f Chapter 5 was derived by

observing isolated spans of n spatial units and the m positions of a

cell o f m spatial units.

I solation was introduced by consideration

of the span with respect to a uniform , extensive background.

I n each

case mapping error was considered in terms o f the n units interior

to the span and no consideration was given to correct mapping of the
background.

Cell dominance determined whether or not the units of the

span were correctly or incorrectly mapped.

I n actual map applications,

spans occur i n a sequence along any map transect.

This adjacency

of spans may influence cell dominance decisions and alter the

corresponding mapping error.

This chapter summarizes the attempt to

model such effects as a correction to the positional average mapping

error matrix g(n , m) .

6.1 Span Adjacency I nfluence

Recall that g(n, m) based on positional average mapping error

consistently overestimated the mapping error.

I n looking for other

factors which further describe the physical interaction of spans and

cells, the factors consider� d must reduce the magnitude of the
estimated mapping error.

Consider Figure 6 . 1 .

Part A demonstrates

the calculation of positional average mapping error when the region
surrounding the span is large and homogeneous.

I n part B an adjacent

span of one unit is assumed to be different from the background data
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span :
cells :

n= 2
m= 4

Position
Position
Position
Position
Average

1

2
3

4

A) the one dimension , positional average calculation.
spans :
eel 1 :

n= l

m= 4

50%
100%
50%
50%
62½%

and n = 2 adjacent

positions 3 & 4

Position 3
Pasition 4

0%
50%

B) the one dimensional , positional average calculation when a one unit
span is known to be adjacent (A reconsideration of positions 3 and
4 of part A)
Fig. 6. 1

Impact of an adjacent span on calculation of positional
average mapping error.

as well as different from the data associated with the two-unit span
being analyzed .

Only positions three and four from the calculation

in part A are repeated to demonstrate the impact of adjacency .

position three the presence of the one -unit span causes the data
class of the two -unit span to dominate the cell .

In

The cell would be

mapped as the data class of the two-unit span and no mapping error
(in terms of the span itself) would occur .

In part A the same cell

position stood a 50-50 chance of totally misrepresenting the span-
a 50% error.

Clearly for position three , adjacency considerations

I ..,,......
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coul d red uce the pos i tional ave rage mappi ng e rror.

Pos i t i on four

demonstrates the occ urrenc e of a no-i mpact s i t uat i on .
Consider bri efly the e ffect of an adjacent span of two un i ts .

The ca l c u l ati ons of mapp i ng error i n part A wou ld not be al tered.

Th i s wou ld be t rue for adjac ent spans o f any s i ze l arge r than one
uni t i n th i s exampl e .
The exampl e do es demonstrate the des i red e ffect -- a reduct ion
i n mapp i ng error magn i tude whe n adjace ncy e ffec ts are considered.
6 . 2 Descri b i ng Adj acent Span Correc t i ons
Cons i deri ng Fi gure 6 . 1 part B , posi t i on th ree i n compari son
to part A , pos i t i on three , there i s a 50% e r ror t e rm removed. Th i s
correct i on i s onl y val id , however , for th e case where a one-u n i t span

occ urs adjacent to t he two-un i t span be i ng anal yzed.

At prese nt ,

there i s no evidence poi nti ng to i n terdependency o f spans . There i s
no cause-e ffect rel ati onsh i p known that wou ld d i ctate the rel ati ve
freq uenc i es of vari ous spans occ urri ng adjacent to a known span .

The assu mpt i on i s made that the l i kel i hood o f an adjacent span of one
u n i t is es ti mated s i mply by the rel ati ve frequency o f one-un i t spans
i n the map , i . e . f (l) .

Si mpl y s tated the assumpt ion i s that spans

are i ndependent of one anothe r . Th e 50% error correct i on for pos i t i on
three shou ld then be we i ghed by the l i ke l i hood of the one-un i t span

act ua l l y occ ur ri ng. The correc t i on i s then descri bed as ½f ( l ).

The potent i al occ u r rence of mul t i pl e spans of correc t i ve

i nfl uence mus t al so be conside red .

A notati on for t h i s si tuat i on i s

devel oped i n conj unct ion wi th Figure 6 . 2.

In both pos i t i ons one and
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Span:
Ce 11 :

2 units
6 units

Figure 6. 2 .

Position 1
Position 2

Two possible positions of a six-unit cell with respect
to a two-unit span.

two the error would be 100% if potential adjacent span influences

are ignored.

Any combination of adjacent spans or a si ngle span

which causes the two-unit span to be the dominant class withi n the

six-unit cell or to be tied with another class for dominance of the

six-unit cel l , wi ll restore a chance of correct mapping .

Position one for example would correctly map the two-unit span

if immediately following the two-unit span there were three single

unit spans, f 3 (1 ) .

If there followed two two-unit spans, a three way

tie would be broken by random chance and a one-third chance of correct
mapping would arise from the two two-unit spans , }f 2 (2) .

Adj acent

spans larger than two would dominate the cell and incorrectly map the
two-unit span.

The notation for correction potential for position

three might then be

(l)f 3 (1 ) + (l/ 3) f 2 ( 2) which should be read

"fully correct when three single-unit spans occur or one-third chance
of fully correct when two two-unit spans occur. 1 1

The general notation

fj (k) is the li kelihood of j sequential spans of size k.

The f

function is the span distribution and the assumption is independence

of spans .

The additional notation f ( kl)f (k2) is consistent and simply

represents the j oint occurrence of different size spans , lengths kl

and k2.

The notation for the likelihood o f adj acent span combi nations
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occurring must be prefaced by a coeffi ci ent represent i ng the mappi ng
error el i mi nated by that comb inat i on.

The notat i on for expre s s ing

correct i on terms i s e s tabl i s hed.
6.3 The Correcti on Matri x
There s hould ex i s t a matr i x h(n,m) correspondi ng one-to-one wi th
the deri ved g(n,m).

The entri es of h(n, m) are t he subtracti ve

correct i on factors wh ich account for reduced mapp i ng error w i th
adj acency influence cons idered.

To determine th i s matri x , obs ervat i ons

of spans of n uni ts i n combi nat i on w i th cells of m uni t s mus t be agai n
made as was done i n the analys i s reported i n Chapter 5.

Us ing the

e s tabli s h ed correct i on notati on, average correct i on terms must be
deve l oped for each entry of h(n,m) .

T h i s procedure was pursued w i t h hope t hat a generat i ng pattern

could agai n be defined.

Some typi cal c orrect i on expre s s ions obta i ned

are organ i zed in Table 6.1.

From the d i scus s i on of Figure 6.2 and the

entri es o f Table 6. 1, it shoul d be apparent that the larger the ce l l

s ize for a gi ven span s ize the greater the number o f correcti on terms.

Th i s ari se s from t he l arger cell s i zes hav i ng pos i ti ons wi th respect
to a span which e xtend furt her beyond t he span than s mall cel l s izes

do .

The further cel l extens i on beyond the end of the span prov i des

opportun i ty for mul ti pl e small adj acent spans or larger s i ngl e spans
to have a correct i ve infl uence on mapp i ng error.

Th ese ca ses are the

h i gher powers of uni t spans and f i rs t power of a two -uni t span in th e

m= 5 col umn of Table 6. 1, respec t i vely .
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Table 6. 1

Correction expressions for selected m - n combinations
3

�

5

4

2

if (l)

¼t2 (l) +½f ( l)

3

jf ( l )

4

2
12f (l)

2
f(1 )
6lf ( 1 ) +.?..
3

5

15f ( l)

6

2
mf <

7

21f (l )

general

2
mnf (l)

2

n

2

positional _1_ f (l)
average
nm2

2
f(1 )
8lf ( 1 ) +.?..
4
1 2
1 0f ( 1 ) +5.?..f ( 1 )
1 2
1 2f ( 1 ) +.?..
6 f ( l)

4 2
l3
(l)+f (2)
5 f (1 ) +2 f (1 )+.?..f
2

2
3
_f_
i2
f (2)
3
1 5 f (l ) + 3f (1 ) + 3 f(l) +.?..

_g_f 3 (l)+if2 (1 ) +.?..f (l ) +�f (2)
4
4
4

20

_g_f 3 ( 1 ) +54f2 (1 )+.?..
5 f (2 )
5 f (l ) +.?..

25
3

6f3 ( l)+tf2 (1 ) +-g-f (l)+tf (2)

2
1 f ( 1 ) +}f (l )

3

§f 3 (l ) +j-f2 ( 1 ) +tf(l) +ff(2)

2
_.?_f
mn (l)+.?..nf ( 1 )

2
3
2
_f_
mn f (1 ) +if
n (2)
n ( 1 )+ n f (l)+£f

l

_.?_ f2 (1 ) +_f_f (l) __.?_ f 3 ( 1 ) +-1f2 (1 ) +_f_f (l)+_.?_f (2)
nm2
nm
nm
nm
nm
nm2

Further inspection of Table 6. 1 reveals that n is simply a

divisor of all terms in the general expressions and the positional

average expressions .

Therefore, the n contribution being known, the

tabulation should actually be of m, the cell size, and various f (n)
which contribute corrective effects.

Table 6. 2 represents this

reorganization of the experimental results.

The table entries are

the coefficients of the f (n) at the column heading. If all rows for a
certain value of m (see m =5) are combined into an expression the

expression wi 1 1 be the entry in Table 6. 1 for that m and the "positional

l 00
Table 6.2
m

Positional avera_g_e error correction expressions as
coefficients of f (n) for various cell sizes .

f 7 (1 )

f6 (l)

f5 ( 1 )

f4 ( 1 )

f3 (1 )

f2 ( 1 )

2 /nm2

3
2 /nm2

2 /nm

4 /nm

3/nm

3/nm

8/nm

1 0/nm

7/nm

f2 (l)

f(1)

4

5

6

7

8
9

2 /nm2

m

f (2)

2/nm2
4/nm

[f 4 (1 )

2 /nm2

4/nm

8/nm
f3 (l)

2 /nm2

4/nm

8

f2 (2)

[ i (l) f (l)

1]

2/nm

4/3nm

4 1 3nm

4/ 3 nm 7/nm

8

41 3n m

9

f ( 3 ) f (2)
3 /nm

7/nm 8/nm

6/nm

6/nm

ll/nm

f3 (2)

f (3 )

4/nm

7

9

4/3nm

2 /nm

9

m

2/nm

8/nm

4/nm

6

7

2/nm2

1 0/nm

1 4 /nm

5

m

f(1 )

4/nm

2/nm

3/nm

6/nm

4 /nm

4/nm

8/nm
l]
2/nm

l3/3nm
6/nm
7/nm

8/nm
[ t2 ( l )

f (l)

1J
3/nm

6/nm 7/nm

1 /nm

f (4) [ f ( l ) 1
4/nm

3/nm 11/nm 1 0/nm

J

-......,...-

1 01

average 1 1 row.

Recall that for every m row in Table 6 . 2 many values of

n (span size) were observed to arrive at a general expression.

This

table represents an extens i ve amount of wor k which is almost certainly
never error free at the first attempt .

Note further than span

combinations, larger spans and multiple spans enter the expressions
as rn i ncreases.

This implies that unless a pattern becomes apparent

the expression tenns for larger m cannot be k nown by any ot her method
than manual sketching and tabulation of all co�binations.

A decision had to be made to pursue some approximation in

order to limit the geometric progression of effort required to expand
the table.
map.

The f (n) are relative frequencies of spans i n the input

As mentioned earlier the f (n) must be derived with the spatial

unit small enough so as to not impact i nter-boundary distances.

This

implies a representative spread i n abcissa values and by experience
indirectly results in relative frequencies less than 0. 20.

If typical

relative frequencies are indeed less than 0. 20, then fj (n) for

j >

or multiple span terms such as f (l) f (k) will have "event " relative
frequencies small enough to be ignored.

l

This approxi mation is

implemented by selecting columns from Table 6. 2 which have powers of
one and single factors, i . e . f (l), f (2), f (3) etc.

Table 6. 3 represents a reorganization of Table 6. 2 to include

only terms f (l), f (2), f (3 ) etc.

Furthermore the m times n in the

denominator is understood and �rapped from the entries .

The number

pattern is expressed as functions of k where k is the largest integer
in m/2 , i. e . k= [m/2].

1 02

Tab l e 6 . 3 Coefficien ts of f(n) fo r va rious m to genera te first-order
co rrect i on expressions for sp an adj acency effects .
m

k

f (l )

3

l

l
k -3

4

2

k

5

2

k

6

3

k

7

3

2k

2
(2k-1 )-3
k

8

4

k

2 k-l

2k-l

9

4

k

2k

(3k - l ) -f

k

10

5

k

2k-1

3k-2

2k-1

11

5

k

2k

2k-1

3k- l

k

12

6

k

2k-l

3k-2

13

6

k

2k

3 k -1

4k-2

3k-l

k

14

7

k

21<-l

3k-2

4k-4

4k-4

2k-l

15

7

k

2k

3k-l

4k-2

16

8

k

2 k-l

3k-2

4k-4

5k-6

4k-4

2k-1

17

8

k

2k

3k-1

4k -2

5k-4

Sk-4

3k-l

f ( 2)

f (3)

f ( 4)

f (5 )

f (6 )

f (7 )

f (8 )

k

4
( 4k -4 ) - 3 2 k - l

( 5k-4)-� 3k-l

k
k

(al l en tries require 1 /mn)
The Tab l e 6 . 3 entries a re organized as a mat rix whic h ma tches m
sizes t o the factors o f f(n ) required to generate a cor rection
exp ression.

Ca l l t his matrix c(rn , n ) .

Mul tip l ying c(m , n ) by the

vecto r spa n dist ribution r(n ) wi l l yiel d a vecto r V(m ) which con tains
singl e term expressions containing n .

I f v( m ) is expanded to two

1 03

dimensions by inse rting val ues for n, the resul t wil l be the desired
h(n, m ) , the subt ractive correction matrix used to adjust the g(n,m)

of Chapter 5.
6. 4

Impl ementin g the Correction
To impl e ment the procedure out l ined in the p revious paragraph ,

some generating pattern mus t be found to c reate the c(m,n) matrix
equival ent to Tabl e 6. 3. The s mal l adjus tment fractions 1/ 3 , 2/ 3,
3/ 3 etc. can be easil y gene rated as n/ 3 for ent ries at m = 3n so they
can be ignored te mporaril y in seeking a patte rn.

The for m of al l

ent ries then becomes a coefficient of k and a subtrac tive numbe r .
Tabl e 6. 4 summarizes the coefficients o f k in the c(m,n ) matrix.

This patte rn is easy to define. For a col umn of f(n) run ze ros from
m= l

to m = 2n , count upward from l at m = 2n+l to

m = 3n

and fil l the

col umn from m = 3n to whateve r l imit is desired with the val ue at m= 3n.
The generation of the subt ractive numb e rs is not so obvious.
Tab l e 6. 5 summarizes the subtractive numbe rs for the ent ries of
c(m,n) in two g roups, one for m even and one for m odd.

A pattern for

gene rating ent ries in one group can be used for the oth e r and the
g roups combined to result in the subtractive number tabl e.

First consider the constant col umn ent ries be l ow the l owe r

dividing l ine at

m = 3n.

The differences between col umns fits the

patte rn 1,1 , 2 , 2 , 3, 3 etc . The l ast l ine , l argest val ue of m desired ,
can be generated based on this diffe ren ce pattern and the col umns
propagated upward to m = 3n .

l 04

Tab le 6 . 4 Coefficients of K in the entries to the c(m ,n ) matrix.
m

K

f (l)

3

1

l

4

2

l

5

2

6

3

1

7

3

8

4

9

4

10
11

12

13

14

f(3)

2

l

2

l

1

2

1

2

2

3

5

l

2

5

l

2

3

6

6
7

7

16

8
8

l

1

1

1

l

l

f(4)

f ( 5)

f ( 6)

f (7)

l

1

15

17

f (2 )

2

2

3
3
3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

l
2

3

l

4

2

4

4

4
4
4

1

3

4

2

5

3

5

4

l
2

5

5

3

The wedge of entries between the dividing lines is generated

from the difference sequence in entries down a column.

The first

or m= 2 1 + 3 if m is odd ; the column heading i s f ( l ).

The differences

entry is one in each column.

This occurs for m = 2 1 + 2 if m is even

down the column are 3,5, 7, 9 etc .

Utilizing the observed patterns , a computer program was written

to generate the matrices equiva lent to Tables 6 . 4 and 6.5.

Multip lying
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Tab le 6 . 5 Subtractive numbers for entries to the c(m,n) matrix.
m

k

f (2)

7

3
4

0

5

0

6

0

7
8

0

9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27

4

2

8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

4

6

0

0

9

0

10

0

11

0

12
13

0
0

3
5
6

7
8
9

10

1

l

1
l
l
l
l
l

12

1
1

14

1

11
13

1

f (3)
1
1
l
l

1
1
1
1
l

1

1
2
2
2
2

f (4)

1
2

f(5)

f ( 6)

f ( 7)

1

2

1
4

2

4

2

4

1
4
6

4

6

4

6
6

2
2
2
2

4
4

6

4

9

f (8)

1
4

9

9

9

12
12

9

f (9)

1
4
9

16

1

4

1

4

4

1

4

6
6

4

1

9

4

1

6

9

9

4

6

9

4

6

9

12
12

4

2

4

2
2
2
2
2

4

4
4

6

9

6

9

l

9

4

16

9

12

16

16

12

16

20

the entries of Table 6.4 by k and subtracti ng the entri es

of Table 6 . 5 results i n a numeri cal equivalent to Table 6. 3 whi ch was
called c(m,n).

I

This c(rn,n) was then multipl i ed by f(n) , the span

I
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di stri but i on , to obt ain v(m ) .

S ince t he v (rn ) vector is developed

from Table 6. 3 ent ri es whic h include t h e commo n factor 1/mn, the
vecto r can

be

expanded to two dimensions by including val ues of

i n the entries and using n as the second dimension .

n

The resultant

i s h-{n ,m ) wh i c h was the desired correction matri x for g (n , m ) fror:,

Chapt er 5 .

The entries a re al l fract i ons repre s enting the ove r 

est i mate of ma pping error i n g(n ,m) .
6. 5 App l ying the Correction
The

correct ion

may

be r.andled two ways.

The h( n ,m ) may

be

subtracted from g( n ,� ) and c(m ) gene rated as in Chapte r 5 .

Alte rnatively f ( n ) mu1 � i plied by o( n ,m) wi l l senerat2 a n erro r
correct ion ec (m ).

This e rro r magni tude can be s ubtracted from the

error model vector i(m ).

The

s econd approach was taken to enable

obse rvat i on of the span adj acency e rro r corn� c t i on te rms ec ( m ) .
Perc�ntage mapping error for the positi o nal average model , the s pan
adj acenty corre ction, the corrected model and t he experiment itse l f
are compared in Table 6. 6 .

I n Fi gure 6 . 3 the posi tional ave rage

error model and the expe rimental results are repeated from Fi gure 5. 4
and the s pan-adjacency -corrected model i ncluded for comparison .
The s pan adjacency co rrect ion to the model appears to account
for a substantial po rtion of the de viat i on between the experimental
results and the uncorrected model predictions for cell si zes l arger
than 32 spatial units .

With t he co rr e c t ion h owe ver , the form of the

p�edi ct ed ma pping error curve has b� en alte red and no longe r
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Table 6 .6 Mapping error comparisons for the positional average
model, the span adjacency correction, the corrected model
and the experimental results .
cell
size

e(m)
posi ti anal
average

2

5.33
7. 14
1 0 . 94
1 7 . 00
23. 06
35 . 16
45 . 41
6 1 . 18
72. 26
85 . 16
91 . 5 2

3

4

6

8
12
16
24
32
48
64

ec ( m )
span adjacency
correct ion

e(m)-ec (m)
corrected
model

observed
experimental
results
3 .8
5.8
8 .8
1 2 .8
16. 0
2 2 .6
28. 0
35 . 4
40 . 4
48 . 0
52.3

5 .3
7.1
1 0. 9
16 .8
22 .5
33 . 3
41 . 2
50 . 9
54 . 9
53 . 1
47 . 3

0

0
0
0 . 17
0 . 48
l.89
4 . 22
1 0 . 23
1 7 . 39
32 . 1 0
44 . 22

0
0

0

0

X
X
X
X
X
e

0

X

0

l"OSITIONAl AVHAGE MODEL

♦

SPAN ADJACENCY CORRECTED MOOEl

X

EXPHIMENTAl

, ---., ----,,
-1----,--------.-, ------.-, ----,-, ----.10

20

40
JO
RESOlUTION NUMBlR

SO

60

70

Figure 6. 3 The experimentally observed mapping error compared to the
positional -average model and the span-adj acency -corrected
model .
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" parallels" the appearance of the experimental results as it did
before correction .

Recall also that only the first order terms of

span adjacency correction were utilized.

If higher order terms and

cross products had been included, the only possible effect would be

an additional decrease in predicted mapping error ordinates t hroughout

the cell si ze range.

If the inclusion of higher order correcti on

terms would bring the predicted error and experimentally observed
error closer together in the cell size range 1 2 to 32, then the

predicted error would probably far underestimate the experimentally

observed error at larger cell sizes (beyond 3 2).

This may be

acceptable since two-dimensional interactions have not been
included in the model .
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CHAPTER 7.
7. 1

SUMMARY, CONCLUS I ONS AND RECOMMENDAT IONS

Summary
The bac kgrou nd provi ded on geoinformation systems outlined

_moti vations , designs , comparisons, performance measurement techniques
and suggested cell size selection bases for users of a grid system.
The Remote Sensing Institute System, AREAS, was designed and

implemented by the author in accordance with techniques and system
recommendations i n the literature.

That is, user concerns for costs,

storage and analysis efficiency and product flexibility were
continually incorporated into design decisions .

It is believed that

this user-centered implementati on distinctively separates AREAS from
other geoinformation systems which do the job ''.
11

The basic and auxiliary data sets discussed in Chapter Three

facili tated mapping and inventory accuracy analyses as measures of

system performance with changing cell size.

analysis of map characteristics is reported.

In Chapter Four the

Chapters Five and Six

discuss the modelling of the relationship between a particular map

and the system performance for that map.
7. 2

Conclusions

The following observations and conclusions are made as a result

of the research reported in this paper :
(1 )

In accordance with procedures and recommendations fou nd

in the l i terature, AREAS was developed with particular concern for the

1 10

user.

Stor_age economy and operating efficiency have been jointly

achieved in the system design.
(2)

Although in the case o f a single map ping unit , the

behavior of mapping and inventory errors with increasing cell size may
behave very erratically, an average affect over many mapping units i n

a map segment is apparently a well behaved non -decreasing function.
(3 )

The interboundary distance distribution does uniquely

(4)

No summary parameter such as mean or mode of the

characterize a map.

distribution will ever provide a generally applicable prediction of

performance since such parameters are not unique to a map.
(5 )

I t appears that in the general case, the scanning of map

distances in the two orthogonal di rections correspo nding to the cell

dimensions, will yield distr i butions statistically dissimilar, hence
implying that map sampling mu st be designed to randomly include

transects in each dimens i on.
{ 6)

A universal ma trix model of the one-dimensio nal, average

position of cells o n a map does exist and may be generated to any

desired dimensions as required .
(7 )

The influence of the adjacency o f i nterboundary distances

in one dimensional transects of a map is a significant, model

corrective factor. The fi rst -order ap proximating model i s also

universal and generateable to whatever matri x d i mensions are required.
( 8)

The total one-dimensio nal model of positional average

corrected for fi rst-order adj acency does not encompass enough of the
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physical interrelationships of cell size to map interboundary
distances to predict mapping performance accurately.

(9) T he existance of universally applicable model components

in the studies undertaken is most encouraging to the continued

development of the model matrix required to transform the interboundary
distance distribution into a prediction of mapping accuracy.
7. 3 Recommendations

The long range objective of the o ngoing research in applications

of a cellular information system is to define a procedure for

selecting and justifying cell size.

procedure has begun to crystallize.

The composition of such a

Sampling of map i nterboundary

distances will estimate the distribution.

A matrix model of physical

relationships between cell sizes and map distances will transform that

distribution into an estimate of mapping accuracy with various cell

sizes.

With knowledge of the operating costs of a particular

processing system, AREAS or other cellular systems, the trade off between
accuracy and cost for various cell sizes should enable cell selection to
be made according to user needs.

The research reported and conclusi ons drawn are contri butory

to the understandi ng of underlying physical relationships which must
exist for the outli ned procedure to ever become reality .

The gap

between the accomplishments outli ned a n d the selecti on procedure

envi si oned will be fi lled when the followi ng recommendations have been
successfully investigated:

112

( 1 ) The mode1 ling work should pursue two dimens i onal
interactio ns in a fashion parallel to the sequence of investiaati ons
in the one dimensional case reported .

This might require

consideration of a joint or two-dimensional interbou ndary distance

distribution.

Higher order adjacency correction terms may also be

required to bring predicted mapping error into closer agreement with

experimental res ults .

These pursuits wou ld promote the derivation of

the universal matrix model requi red .
( 2)

As a follow-up to model development as suggested in

recommendation one, a analogous development could be pursued for

inventory performance .

Al ternat i vel y, inventory performance may be

predictable from mapping performance when that model is finalized.
(3)

A sampli ng technique, or at least guidel ines, mu st be

defined to enable a u ser to estimate the required form of inter

boundary di stance distribution to drive the matrix model .

No single

distribution model will apply and, furthermore, the need for an

estimate of the dis tribution (as opposed to an esti mate of a parameter
of a particu l ar distri bution) does not l end i tself to known sampling

techniques with defineable confidence intervals.

For these reaso n s,

this component of the desired overall sel ection procedure may take the
form of empirical guide l ines.
(4)

Users of cell ular systems, AREAS incl uded, need to analyze

operating cost s in a detail that enabl es proces sing cost estimate from
a given ce l l size .

This i s not always a trivial ta sk inasmuch as some

proces se s depend on severa l other parameters as wel l .

11 3

(5) Fina1 1 y , the summary recommendation is made that the

research be continued toward achievement of the cell size selection
p rocedure .

The work performed thus far indicates that such an

approach is feasible and the requisite physical relationships do

exist.
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